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groups who think in terms of libraries - which, obviously, are 

the library groups, the learned society groups, the publishers, 

the government agencies such as the Library of Congress, OWI, 

the Office of Education, and so forth, and then in addition 

those who would be the participants in providing books and other 

materials for these libraries. Those would be the constituent 

societies who form the American Council of Learned Societies, 

the National Research Council, the Social Science Research 

Council, and'so forth, the various educational groups, and with 

all of those arrive at a final plan of operation, being 

influenced in that by the presentation which would be made 

also at that meeting by the beneficiaries, representatives 

of the countries to which we need to send materials. 

And with that as a point of deaprture, we 

would finally launch an active campaign in that direction. 

Now, why whould we do that? We here in this 

country do need to face the realization that this is not 

necessarily just an altruistic activity. Certainly we have our 

responsibilities in that direction. We must take them. We must 

recognize also that what we do in that respect will be of use 

to us because this is a two-way process. We need initiate 

action, to get going as early as possible the process of the 

mutual exchange of the reports, the books, the periodicals and 

items reporting the work of our scholars, scientists and 

technicians with those reporting the work of the scholars, 
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scientists and technicians of the rest of the world. There 

cannot perhaps be found everything which we need. We know that 

we cannot buy many things even if we had the funds for doing so, 

and we know that we must get them from sources that do have 

them. We must get books of the standards sought, books in 

English which will be of use for rehabilitating the collections 

of the libraries in England, and we must get the books that are 

necessary for the scholarly and scientific libraries not only 

of England, but of the whole Continent of Europe and the 

Continent of Asia. The British are already actively at work in 

this direction. We hope to tie in our activity with theirs and 

I will say that shortly we hope to have for you a definite 

statement, more detailed, of more color and more background, 

as to the need and as to the means of carrying it out. Thank 

you. 

MR. KEYES METCALF: It has been evident for 

some time to those of us who have been interested in international 

relations that the time was not far distant when more American 

, librarians would be needed abroad. In order to be prepared for 
I 
that time the Association asked Miss Hansen to work on a list 

of librarians who were fitted for foreign service, and I am 

going to ask Miss Hansen now to tell something of what that work 

is and what she has been doing. 

MISS AGNES CAMILLA HANSEN: It was with some 

surprise that I learned after I came to Chicago to build the 
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Foreign Library Service Roster that it was not looked upon 

favorably by all librarians. I hope when I have read this brief 

report that it will be plain that the roster is not an instru

ment for commiting labor piracy among the American libraries, 

but to serve quite other functions. 

Miss Hansen read her prepared paper, copy of 

which was retained by Headquarters 

{Insert paper) 

••• 
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PRESIDENT VITZ: Miss Hansen mentioned the fact 

that there are a certain number of OWI American libraries 

scattered around the world, two in Sydney, one in Wellington, New 

Zealand, one in Johannesburg, one in Bombay (where Miss Ludington 

is librarian) and the oldest and largest one in London. We are 

fortunate in having here in Chicago today Mrs. Little, who has 

served during the past year in the OWI American Library in 

London, and who will tell us something about the work there. 

MRS. EVELYN STEEL LITTLE: Mr. President, Mr. 

Chairman, Members of the A.L.A. It is good to be here, as we 

say in California. I feel a certain obligation to make public 

confession of that fact in Chicago, where I have in times past 

been guilty of derogatory remarks concerning the velvety sub

stance which sometimes falls from the sky, making black smudges 

on an unsuspecting nose. I think I shall never again complain 

of anything which falls so gently and does so little damage. 

Foreign travel certainly broadens the mind and makes one more 

tolerant. 

Seriously, I count it a privilege to have had 

the experience of an American librarian in war time London. The 

' work was strenuous, the conditions not always safe or pleasant, 

but having come through it without harm, I am glad to have 

shared with Londoners the blackout and the rationing, the 11 little 

blitz" of the winter and spring months and the ninety days of 

robot bombing which began in early June. The quiet heroism of 
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the people of London needs no tribute from me, but it is 

again something to which one wants to bear witness in this city 

where today•s headlines scream that we are fighting Britain's 

war. Never once in a year in London did I hear anyone suggest 

that a single plane or gun should be deflected from the European 

offensive to protect London. The all pervasive feeling in 

London at all times is that the one thing for everyone to do is 

to get on with his job. 

In the few moments which I have this morning there 

is not time to tell you much about foreign library service. I 

have promised to do so more fully in print, but this I want to 

say about the American librarians who will be chosen from the 

roster described by Miss Hansen. They should all be willing 

pioneers. Though armies will surrender, the shortages and minor 

hardships of wartime conditions will continue in Europe and Asia 

for a long time. There will probably be shortages of fuel, food, 

clothing, even water, which will make living in London seem 

luxurious by comparison. There are of course library shortages 

too, in personnel, in books, equipment, furniture, supplies. You 

need pioneer ingenuity in method and practice. 

The six libraries established by the Office of 

War Information in London, Sydney, Melbourne, Wellington, 

Johannesburg and Bombay are rightly called Outpost Libraries. 

They are indicative of expanding frontiers in the interpreta

tion of the American way of life. Materially they are collection 
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of printed matter illustrating that way of life in all its 

phases and the question they answer most frequently is: "How 

do you do this in the States?" 

The question is asked by a. wide variety of 
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people - government servants, members of parliament, investigat-

ing commissions, teachers, business men, engineers, dress 

designers, students, lecturers, writers. How do you train your 

teachers? What is your school lunch program? Where is sex 

education given? What is the cost of running a car? Have you 

any plans for pre-fabricated houses? How do you prevent mould 

on Virginia tobacco? Do you say "Happy Thanksgiving?" How many 

Liberty ships were launched last month? When did President 

Roosevelt say this? How many tons of bombs were dropped on Germary 

last month? How many planes were built last year? What is a 

Super-Liberator? Please send us all you can about TVA? Have 

you anything on strip farming? What is soil-less agriculture? 

How do farmers organize? What is the difference between 

Republicans and Democrats? (That was the hardest one I ever had.~ 

What medical college shall I go to? What is the best engineering 

school? 

The questions pour in by mail, in person and thr~ 

the three telephones jingling all day on the reference desk, one 

of them a direct line to the OWI news room. The telephone natur

ally has always an insistent effect of hurry, hurry, hurry. If 

it was a GI reporter from Stars and Stripes, you might hear, 
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"Step on it, lady. We're going to press. Got to know how many 

Texans there are in theEuropean theatre. Thanks a million," or 

it might be the quieter but no less urgent need of the BBC -"We 

\Ta.nt the bomb load and the wing spread of the B-29. Can you call 

us back? We're on the air in fifteen minutes. Thank you very 

much. 11 More important, however, than these hurry calls was 

the collecting of material on special topics for serious inquirer 

with wide diffusion power, and the books or pamphlets which 

were sent out to interested individuals as soon as the material 

reached the library, often the first copy to be received or 

revie\Ted in London. 

The staff of the London library, which is under 

the direction of Dr. Heindel, grew from five to fourteen while I 

was there, the space expanding from two rooms to five. The 

collection now numbers approximately 6,000 books, 10,000 

pamphlets and 600 periodicals. There were four professionally 

trained assistants. Similar information centers on a smaller 

scale are projected for various cities in the liberated and 

occupied countries. I wish I could feel confident that they 

would all be manned by young librarians with the qualifications 

for foreign service indicated in this roster of Miss Hansen's, 

people trained in the best traditions of their profession and 

representing a fundamental principle of American librarianship, 

that a library is not just a place, but a service. 

In my last month in Britain I traveled over the 
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Bristol to Edinburgh. If I had time, I would bring you 
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the countless greetings from friends who remember A.L.A. gather

ings and welcomed me cordially because of them. I would like 

to tell you about the British Museum with its lofty reading 

room empty of books and readers and wlth the scars of incendiaries 

in its roof. Books and readers are still present elsewhere in th~ 

building, but that silent room with all its memories reminds 

one vaguely 6f the colosseum. The tremendous job of moving 

which Dr. Thomas and his staff have done and must do again is 

impressive. 

Mr. Headicar, too, with his million volumes from 

the salvage drive to be sorted and stored in an old printing 

house in Times Square pending distribution to the devastated 

libraries, has a staggering task ahead which he is cheerfully 

undertaking after retirement from the London School of Economics. 

But instead of all these greetings and stories I 

bring you today a friendly proposal from a joint committee of the 

British Council, the National Book Council and the Library 

Association, a proposal that we accept for the libraries of America 

a list of books "Interpreting Britain." The list was first 

prepared by Lionel McColvin, with revised prices brought up to 

date by the National Book Council. It corresponds to the list 

"Interpreting the United States," prepared by the A.L.A. last 

year. The results of that list I saw as I traveled about. High 
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up on the shelves of dim circular reference rooms, the bright 

jackets of the American Guide series would stand out and many 

other American imprints were noticeable. 

There isevery need to interpret Britain to the 

people of this country. Here are the books which British ' 

librarians suggest for the purpose. They hope to have the list 

here in time for our Book Week. 

~~. Chairman, I move the following resolution for 

adoption: That the Council approve the acceptance of the 

book list entitled "Interpreting Britain" and recommends to the 

Executive Board appropriate action toward its printing and 

distribution to libraries in the United States. (Applause) 

PRESIDENT VITZ: You have heard the motion which 

Mrs. Little read to you. Is there a second? 

••• Motion seconded 

PRESIDENT VITZ: I think in view of the splendid 

presentation by the speaker who has just left the rostrum, that 

it is hardly necessary to discuss or to debate the advisability 

this. So, unless there is objection, I will put the motion. 

• •• No objection; motion voted upon and carried ••• 

PRESIDENT VITZ: It is carried, and we will be 

most happy to carry out the recommendation in the motion. 

MR. METCALF: There are two small pieces of 

business in connection with the international relations work. We 

ave been hearing about American librarians going abroad. I am 
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come to this country, not as often perhaps during these war 

years as in other times, but we are fortunate in having one 
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such librarian here with us today. She is from Caracas, Venezuell, 

has spent the last year as a student at the University of North 

Carolina School of Library Science, and is to study this 

year at the University of Michigan, Department of Library Science 

I have the pleasure of introducing to you Senorita Alvarez. 

(Applause) 

SENORITA ALVAREZ: I am sorry my English does 

not permit me to tell you how happy I am to be in this country 

and study library science and to have the opportunity to be at 

this meeting. Thank you. 

MR. METCALF: One other piece of business. I 

think Mr. Lydenberg has a motion to present. 

MR. LYDENBERG: Mr. Chairman, I move that the 

Council authorize and instruct the officers of the Association 

on behalf of the Association and of us as individuals to extend 

our greetings, our congratulations and our best wishes to the 

Third Mexican Congress of Librarians and the First Congress of 

Archivists that assembles in Mexico one week from today; further 

to express our regret that because of this meeting and other 

circumstances, it is not possible for us to send an official 

representative, but that we ask our officers to set forth our 

good wishes in such form and to such extent as they may choose. 
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MR. CARNOVSKY: I second the motion. 

. . . Motion voted upon and carried ... 
PRESIDENT VITZ: We will be most happy to carry 

out your instructions. 

MR. METCALF: I mentioned earlier in the 

morning the fact that an American librarian is going to China 

in the near future. I think it is not improper for me to 

name that librarian. A good many of you know him already. Carl 

White of Columbia University. (Applause) 

I think it is also proper to announce at this 

time that Marion Milczewski of the International Relations Board, 

International Relations Office in Washington, is going to Mexico 

City to the Conference that Mr. Lydenberg has just spoken of. 

Yesterday morning in his inaugural address 

President Vitz summed up the situation in regard to international 

relations so well that I am sure I do not need to try to do it. 

Our time is up anyhow. But I am going to speak very briefly of 

bree things that I think our international relations program 

means. There is a tremendous activity that has been going on 

-hat you have heard about. Large sums of money are involved, 

and a great many individuals are involved. It seems to me 

that this program means, first, that the United States govern

ment and the Rockefeller Foundation have felt that there was a 

real job to be done. They were ready to pay for it and they 

decided that the American library Association was the group to do 
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it. Our prestige in government circles and foundations has 

~ver been higher. 

Second, our program means that we have seen that 

we were not only helping others, but in so doing would be 

helping ourselves in the prestige that we have gained and 

also because the activities that we are carrying on will ulti

mately start books from foreign countries back to the United 

States. It is going to be a reverse lend lease affair before 

we get through. 
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And third, it means that the Association realizes 

that it must keep in touch with the library world in general 

and that the librarians will do their share in helping in the 

critical days after the war, days that in many ways are going to 

be even more critical than those that we now are living through. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Thank you, Mr. Metcalf, for a 

very excellently organized program. (Applause) 

••• Recess ••• 

PRESIDENT VITZ: There will be some voting in 

which perhaps there will have to be some counting of the people, 

so we will ask people who are members of the Council to sit in 

the front rows. It will help to speed things up. 

The next group of three topics will be presented 

by Paul Howard, Acting as Chairman, who will divide the time 

among the group of people. 

Mr. Howard assumed the Chair ••• 
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CHAIRMAN HOWARD: Mr. Vi tz, Members of the Council 

The problem of Federal aid, Federal relations, has occupied this 

Association for a long time. I think ten years ago Mr. Compton 

said that he would like to see a library service division in 

Washington in five years, and Federal aid in ten years, and 

we are starting on the tenth year and still hoping for Federal 

aid, although we have the Library Service Division. 

During that time we have come to about the 

following conclusions about Federal aid: That any Federal aid 

is going to depend on some specific project, some project with 

a great deal of appeal to it. You can't just ask for Federal 

aid for libraries. Another thing, it is going to depend on 

some permanent representation in Washington, someone there who 

can take advantage of opportunities as they arise, who can 

keep librarians informed of opportunities, and who can keep 

Washington officials informed of librarians. 

The picture in the last year has changed. Last 

year we were talking about priorities, but nobody seems to be so 

very much interested in priorities now. We are interested in 

surplus property, and there are two or three things that I 

would like to mention about that. As you know, just recently 

the Surplus Property Bill has been passed, which established 

a surplus property board. That board may have been appointed. 

There are rumors that it has. But no one knows, and even if it 

has been appointed, it cannot be confirmed before Congress 
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animation until that happens. Nobody knows just where we are 

going, although all of the agencies dealing with surplus 

property have hopes. 
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There are two agencies just now dealing with 

surplus property: The Treasury procurement which has regional 

offices over the country, and the Surplus Property Administration 

which works just at present through the Surplus Property officers 

in the nine ~ervice areas. Some librarians have gotten surplus 

property trucks and two bookmobiles in Alabama and so on. I do 

not think anybody has gotten typewriters yet or projection ma

chines, but the contact to make is with the Surplus Property 

Officer in your service area and with the Treasury Procurement 

regional office. 

The Surplus Property Administration is planning, 

if they are continued after the Board goes in, to have represen-

tatives in each state to deal directly with the local communities 

Now, there is one phase of surplus property in 

which librarians are specifically interested, about which we 

have talked with a number of people in Washington. That is 

surplus books in Army libraries. There is likely to be a supply 

of approximately five million books after the war is over and 

camps begin to be consolidated, and so on, bool::s which will be 

above and beyond the needs of the Army in peace time. We 

have entered into negotiations on that. We have talked to 
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the Treasury Procurement. We have talked to the Surplus Property 

Administration. We have talked informally to the War Department. 

It is receiving a good deal of attention now. The Secretary of 

War has a representative here at this meeting, and I would like 

to introduce you to him. He is Captain James M. Horan, Coordina

tor of the War Department Libraries. I think Captain Horan will 

be glad to tell you that, though he cannot commit the War Depart

ment to give us all the books, they are interested; and Captain 

Horan has proved to be a real friend of the libraries in the past 

few months. 

There are two parts to our proposal on surplus 

books. One is that the books themselves be made available to 

state libraries through the Office of Education for extension of 

library service to areas not now receiving service and to areas 

receiving such poor service that they need a great deal of help. 

The other proposal is to receive information, for Congress to 

appropriate enough funds to administer this service and to aid 

in establishdhg, either on a matching basis or a grant-in-aid. 

The first part of the proposal can be accomplished by the present 

Surplus Property Bill. The second part will probably require 

legislation. Again it points to the fact that we need represen

tation on a permanent basis in Washington in order to accomplish 

that. However, we look on this under the grant of authority 

which was given us a couple of years ago, but we would like to 

have the endorsement of Council on this type of project. President 
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Vitz will ask for your endorsement at this time. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: The Committee has recommended 

that Council endorse the program which Mr. Howard has just out

lined to you. I would be very glad to entertain a motion from 

someone who is a member of Council to that effect. 

motion? 

of it again? 

MR. COMPTON: I move to that effect. 

MR. TROTIER: I second the motion. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Do you wish to discuss the 

MISS MARTHA MERRILL: Will you read the second part 

CHAIRMAN HOWARD: The second part of the plan is 

to secure funds from the Federal government to aid in the 

establishment of this library service - that is, to handle five 

million books and to get them to rural areas will require some 

funds. We feel that it is justifiable for the Federal government 

to provide at least a part of those funds. 

MISS MARTHA MERRILL: You would still handle it 

through the state agencies? 

CHAIRMAN HOWARD: It would be in the form of a 

grant-in-aid- to the state agencies probably. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: The problem is primarily to meet 

the costs of getting them from the camps at which point the Army 

might release them to such places as would be available to the 

state agencies and in turn to help the state agencies with the 
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they would be put to work. State agencies are not,at present 
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at least, equipp ed through their own budgets to take over an 

amount of books which might run into the hundreds of thousands in 

some states, and the request is simply to see whether Congress 

will implement by furnishing funds to bring these government-

owned books, when declared surplus property, to those areas which 

need them most. I hope I did not twist that in any way. Is 
• there any discussion? 

MR. MILAM: I wonder whether we ought not to 

read a s'entence or two from that release so they will know 

precisely what they are voting on. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: "Proposal of the American Library 

Association: That the surplus books, articles of library 

equipment and other library materials be transferred to the states 

and territories for the use of the people without libraries or 

with very limited library facilities as the best means of 

conserving the government's investment in them. It is proposed 

that the books be allotted to the states by the United States 

Office of Education in proportion to each state's rural popula

tion; that they be allotted to counties and groups of counties 

within the states by the official state library extension 

agencies, that some funds be appropriated by the Federal govern

ment to assist in making the books immediately available to the 

people through organized libraries; and that there be no Federal 
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It is just paying the transportation, you might 

say. What I have added is not part of the official motion. 

Is there any discussion? 

••• Motion voted upon and carried ••• 

CHAIRMAN HOWARD: In connection with this state-

ment that President Vitz has read and this whole proposition, I 

would like to ask that there be no publicity until tomorrow. We 

have sent releases out, anticipating council action to be released 

for the papers tomorrow, and it would be too bad to take advan

tage of the papers who can't have representatives here. 

There is one other phase of Federal relations that 

I would like to report on, and that is the Library Service 

Division in the Office of Education. If you remember, I believe 

it was in 1935, one of the best Federal Relations jobs which the 

American Library Association has ever done was done in estab

lishing the Library ' Service Division of the Office of Education. 

Forrest Spaulding practically deserted his job in Des Moines 

and for six months spent nearly all of his time as a represen-

tative of the A.L.A. in Washington, and as a result of his 

efforts and other efforts the Library Service Division was 

established. It has been more or less thrown out upon the waters 

to swim as best it could, and it has been pretty turbulent waters 

that it has had to swim in. It has not had adequate budget, and 

so on. But last week I was talking to Commissioner Studebaker 
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who showed me his plans for the Library Service Division in the 

Office of Education reorganization, and I am happy to report that 

those go beyond what we asked for in some respects; that is, 

that the staff will be enlarged, there will be research people 

placed on the staff, there will be enough assistants to do a 

job. The one thing that is missing is provision for joint 

research projects with other libraries. We hope that will come 

in time. But again if we help the Office of Education carry this 

program through the House Appropriations Committee, through 

Congress, and so on, we will have a more nearly adequate library 

Service Division in the Office of Education. 

Now if you have gathered any theme through what 

I have been reporting it is, has always been, that we need some 

permanent representation in Washington to do a job. It is almost 

impossible for Mr. Milam to be in Washington all the time and in 

Chicago all the time. He can do nearly everything, but he hasn't 

been able to accomplish that. It is impossible to know what 

is going on in Washington all the time unless someone is 

there looking out for your interests. Things happen over 

night or even more quickly than that, and we need someone there 

to represent us and to keep us informed on what is happening. 

Miss Warren will introduce a resolution dealing 

with this aspect of Federal relations. 

MISS WARREN: Of course we all know that the 

problem of Federal Relations has been a concern of the Council 
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for over ten years. We know, too, that the only time we 

ever did accomplish anything was by having a person to whom 

it was the only concern, someone who is there week in and 

week out, perhaps year in and year out, to push the interests 

of librarians and others interests must be pushed and promoted 

in Washington. We also know that probably the thing that we 

care for most at this hour is that the librarians of the United 

States should really be planning and thinking about the men 

who are comihg back from the front a.nd we know that a practical 

accomplishment in our own field of endeavor is to better the 

areas where they will find no libraries or poor libraries. 

We therefore feel that this is one of the crucial 

needs of the hour, though the Army tells us that there will be 

~ese hundreds of thousands of books released and that the Army 

is in favor of having them put to public use. And if we are on 

lmnd at the proper hour and have taken the preliminary steps, the 

Surplus Property Administration or Congress may give us title 

to these books. It is an opportunity that we must be ready for. 

The Library Extension Division has a.lready agreed to sponsor a 

campaign for funds to provide this special representative. We 

have also the backing of resolutions from the Executive Board 

and the Committee on Federal Relations, and we know one of the 

most powerful aids that can come to us is through the trustees 

division where we will get , not librarians, but people of 

business and affairs to further this cause. 
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I therefore move that the Council approve a 

campaign for funds to enable the American Library Association to 

maintain on an adequate basis a Washington representative, to 

promote the Federal aid to libraries and recommend to the 

Executive Board the appointment of a committee to conduct the 

campaign, with a representative from the Executive Board, the 

Library Estension Board, the Library Extension Division, the 

Federal Aid Committee and the Trustees Division. 

MR. THOMPSON: I second the motion. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Is there any discussion? (None) 

••• Motion voted upon and carried . . . 
CHAIRMAN HOWARD: Now I have just one final 

part of this report, and I can't give that because I was not 

at the meeting. I did not get to see Fala or to attend the 

White House Conference on Rural Life. Miss Batchelder will tell 

you about the White House Conference. 

MISS BATCHELDER: I am sure that Fala was the most 

publicized person at that conference. I doubt if even 

the President had equal attention. The White House Conference 

on Rural Education is the Fifth White House Conference, and 

rather different from the ones that came before. The others 

have come - the last one in 1939 and 40 and the others over a 

ten-year period before that~ This conference was called, was 

sponsored, by three departments of the NEA, the Rural Service 

Division, the Field Service Division and the Federal Relations 
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and Legislative Division. The Executive Secretary was Miss Charl 

Williams of the N.E.A. The invitation to hold the conference 

at the White House of course came from the President and 

Mrs. Roosevelt. The invitation to Miss Merrill at our office 

to be one of the selected 200 people came, and with her generosit~ 

and with also a thought of our various interests in rural 

education, both adult and children's, she suggested to Miss 

Williams that I might attend in her place, and that suggestion 

was permittefi. It was a very exciting experience for me and 

one that I wish I could have a long ti e to tell about, but I 

will tell you personally if you wish. 

The meeting was an important one, I think, for us 

in libraries. The talks the first day inevitably mentioned 

libraries, but even more important, the ten committees, twenty 

on each committee, when they reported the second day in 

their very brief summaries mentioned libraries time after 

time, not just once or twice. I did not keep the score, but 

it seemed to me that nearly every report mentioned libraries in 

some way and several people following the conference came 

to me and spoke of that fact, so it wasn't just something I 

noticed as a librarian sitting in that group. It was very ob

vious to all of the people working on a comprehensive program 

for rual education for people below school age and for adults 

that such a program is only possible if real library service 

is available in rural areas. Mobile library units were mentioned 
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time and again, and I tfiink perhaps caught the attention of 

the group. They were picked up and referred to on many oc9asions. 

Libraries were included at one other point in the conference. 

There was a panel discussion on the first day and I had the 

privilege of representing libraries on the panel on which Mrs. 

Roosevelt and ~ws. Raymond Sears of the American Farm Bureau 

Federation were the only other ladies and the groups represented 

were labor, industry, farm groups, and people of that kind. 

I think that the report from that conference is 

going to be a very significant one. It will take some time to 

edit it and to finish it in proper form, but I hope that all 

of us in the library field will watch for it and in waiting 

for it will work closely with any of the people in our 

areas who attended the conference. 

That list was not publicized be~e it seems 

it is not permissible to publicize lists of people attending 

conferences in the White House during war time; but many of you 

in your own states will meet some of those people, I am sure. 

(Applause) 

CHAIRMAN HOWARD: Thank you, Miss Batchelder. Now 

I will turn the meeting back to President Vitz • 

••• President Vitz resumed the Chair . . . 
PRESIDENT VITZ: Thank you, Mr. Howard, for a well· 

organized presentation. 

~ Chairman. 

The Committee on Statistics, Mr. George C. Allez, 
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MR. GEORGE C. ALLEZ: President Vitz: The A.L.A. 

Statistics Committee has been charged over a period of several 

years with the compilation of uniform statistical report forms 

for the collection of statistics. To date there has been 

compiled a uniform statistical report form for public libraries, 

for institutions of higher learning, and the uniform statistical 

report form for secondary schools. The first two have been 

printed by the United States Office of Education and are avail

able for distribution in that office and have been used exten-

sively in the collection of statistics. 

The third, the uniform statistical report form 

for the secondary schools, is still in mimeographed form, but 

is being used and sent out for the collection of statistics. 

The form we are presenting is the uniform 

statistical report form for county and regional libraries. This 

county and regional library statistical report form which, by 

the way, has been developed over a period of several years at 

the urging of the County and Regional Libraries Section, has 

been tried out by a number of county libraries in several states. 

It has had the formal approval by the A.L.A. Library Extension 

Division in its County and Regional Libraries Section. The 

United States Office of Education, a partner in this cooperative 

series of forms, has considered this present form with 

interest through its Library Service Division and its Statistics 

Division. Owing to wartime conditions, it is not in a position 
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Mr. Dunbar expresses the hope, however, that the A.L.A. Council 

will act at this time so that further steps may be taken 

when they are feasible. 
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In behalf of the Statistics Committee, I move that 

the Council of the A.L.A. adopt the attached and the form which 

is on the various chairs - County and Regional Library Statistica 

Report Form - in principle and authorize this Committee to 
• continue negotiations with the Office of Education. 

MR. KEATOR: I second the motion. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Is there discussion? You have 

heard the saving words, "in principle"? 

MISS HAZEL CLARK (Burlington County F.L., Mount 

Holly, N.J.): At an informal meeting of the New Jersey County 

librarians where we saw this for the first time, I was asked, 

~t by the Section, because we had no meeting, but by the 

County librarians present, to bring to the attention of the 

Council that it will be impossible for us in New Jersey to follow 

and report county statistics. The organization is such that 

we . have very little place to bring out the fact that our local 

libraries, many of them part of the county system, have their 

own funds, buy their own books, and we will have others which 

in many cases will be larger than our total county statistics. 

In the finance, there is no place to show what these various 

local libraries are spending, which of course is a part of the 
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county service. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Has your committee taken that 

into account or could it take it into account under the "in 

principle?" 

MR. ALLEZ: 7 I am not surprised that the reaction 

has come from another group serving the counties and regions in 

this respect. I suspect that no form on which the Statistical 

Committee worked did they have greater difficulty. They had 

great difficulty in getting together a statistical report form 

which would be usable in the reporting of statistics for county 

and regional libraries. Of the several members that we had 
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on that committee, all representing some county or regional syste 

in the country, there was almost a total lack of uniformity 

regarding the organization of the services which were given and 

represented by those individuals. In other words, there are 

as many different types of services and different types of 

organizations as there are members on a committee. In view of 

that, it is not surprising. If we are to consider all of the 

additional county and regional organizations, we would probably 

have almost the same representation as far as lack of 

uniformity is concerned. I regret that we did not have the 

comment from New Jersey about the report before this statistical 

report form was compiled. I don't know why you didn't get a 

form earlier. We tried to cover as many as possible which were 

representative. The only thing that I can say now is that we 
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that the present form cannot be used as a comprehensive form 
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to cover the statistics of county and regional libraries all over 

the country. It is our best shot. It is something that will go 

as far as possible in having one form which will meet the needs 

of county and regional libraries. 

I might also suggest that even the printed 

forms that we have used have on the test of time come under 

criticism ana there are suggestions for changes, and in accepting 

this form in principle, I think it is the idea of the Committee 

that it shall be tested out, and where it is inadequate we hope 

that again through the test· of time we may be able to change it 

to take care of more county and regional libraries and make 

it function as it is purported to function. 

I might say in behalf of not only the Committee 

that has worked with me, but the former committees,that we have 

Shed sweat and tears and everything that Churchill talked about 

except blood in the formation of these statistical report forms. 

We always found ourselves somewhere in between those who said 

we ask too much and those who said we ask too little, or 

those who said that we didn't ask the right things. Each one 

of these forms is and has had to be a compromise. If we were to 

put in everything that was suggested, that should have been put i~ 

and if we were to take care of every library, we would have a 

form which would report information which would not be usable. 
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every library in the country. That obviously ~as impossible, 

but we had in mind the inadequacies not only of this form, but 

some of the inadequacies that have been pointed out in former 
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forms. I assure you that they will receive the attention of the 

committee. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Is there further comment? 

••• Motion voted upon and carried . . . 
PRESIDENT VITZ: The next report is the report of 

the Chairman of the Finance Committee, Mr. Do~ns. 

Mr. Robert B. Downs read the report of the 

Finance Committee, copy of which is submitted herewith 

(Insert paper No. 9) 
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MR. DOWNS: Mr. President, I move the 

adoption of this report • 

••• Motion seconded, voted upon and carried ••• 

PRESIDENT VITZ: I will now ask Mr. Ulveling, 

First Vice President and President-Elect, to take the Chair while 

I, in other capacity than my capacity as President, will make 

two reports. 

• •• Mr. Ulveling assumed the Chair ••• 

CHAIRMAN ULVELING: We will now have the report 

of the Budget Committee. 

MR. VITZ: At the moment I am a member of the 

Council who can vote, and when I go back up there I can vote only 

if there is a tie, and I can break the tie. 

Budget Committee is as follows: 

The report of the 

The Budget Committee, consisting of the 

President, President-elect, Treasurer and the Chairman of the 

Finance Committee, met at Headquarters office October 3 and 4 

for consideration and preparation of budgets for the fiscal year 

1944-45. 

Tentative budgets and recommendations were sub-

mitted to the Budget Committee for consideration by the Executive 

Secretary and Comptroller, and during the deliberations heads of 

departments and others concerned were brought in for consulta

tion and discussion. 

We closed the fiscal year with a ~alance of 
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with anticipated income, made the problem of budgeting@ing 

activities reasonably simple, our chief problem being 
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the allocation of funds to new requests totall~ng approximately 

$50,000.00,the greater part of which it was impossible to include 

in the budgets. 

The Budget Committee greatly regrets that more 

budget reouests could not be included, especially those that 

are aimed at extending the usefulness of the A.L.A. to its member 

or calculating to extend the work of libraries throughout the 

country. It is hoped that some form of volunteer financing 

can be worked out to take some of the most necessary steps in 

the field of library extension so as to bring to early practical 

fruition some of the planning done by the Postwar Planning 

Committee and to take advantages of possible opportunities on 

the national or state leTels in library extension areas. 

We regret it did not seem feasible to set aside 

more funds for statistical service. 

Likewise, the Committee feels very strongly the ne 

of more attention to the whole field of public relations and 

hopes that during the next few years the Budget Committee can 

recommend to the Association an appropriation to meet its re-

sponsibility for increased activity in this field. 

The Budget Committee suggests discussion of these 

problems with the officers of Divisions in the hope that some 
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of the most urgent needs in their particular fields may be met 

in part or in whole through their own Divisional appropriations. 

The Association was fortunate in receiving during 

the year a bequest of $2,500.00 from Mr. C.V. Ritter to be 

used in any way that seems wise. Mr. Ritter was for many years 

a regular visitor to Association meetings, and was known to many 

of the membership as a friend of libraries as well as a seller 

of books. Because of his acquaintance with many of the members, 
• 

it was felt by the Budget Committee that his bequest could be 

devoted with particular appropriateness to the betterment of the 

members of the Association as individuals. For this reason, it 

was voted to devote this $2,500.00 in its entirety to strengthen

ing the work of the Personnel Division of the A.L.A. by enabling 

it to add to its staff a professional assistant and also to make 

a comprehensive survey of the Association's obligations and oppor 

tunities in this field. 

Mr. Chairman, I submit the report for adoption. 

MR. CARNOVSKY: I second the motion. 

. . . Motion voted upon and carried ••• 

CHAIRMAN ULVELING: Before we leave this matter 

I would like to say a word about what to me was the most interest

ing part of that report, and that is Mr. Ritter's kindly thought 

and remembrance for all of us. That is quite an unusual thing, 

and I think it is something that we are all delighted about. We 

are delighted to think of him as feeling that way toward us, 
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because we know we felt that way toward him. I just wanted 

to put that much before the group. 
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Well,now we will have the report of the Committee 

on Boards and Committees, Mr. Vitz, Chairman. 

MR. VITZ: You voted me into this job by voting 

me to be your president-elect, and I am now going back in time 

a few months as First Vice President and President-Elect, where 

I am automatically chairman of the Committee on Boards and 

Committees. 

Normally this report would have been made at 

the summer conference. This is the nearest thing that we are 

having in this scrambled year, and so I am reporting in that 

capacity. The report has been in your hands. It is a long one. 

I think it would be very time-consuming to vote on each separate 

proposition, but the report (I hope you have it with you) is 

broken down into four major subdivisions. The first subdivision 

is of committees to be considered for discontinuance, and I will 

read the committees that are to be considered for this purpose: 

First, the Committee on Substituting Divisional Publications for 

the A.L.A. Bulletin; second, the Committee on Union List of 

Serials; third, the Joint Committee on Demonstration School 

Libraries in Teacher Education; fourth, the Committee on Code of 

Ethics; fifth, the Committee on the Use of the A.L.A. Catalog 

Code; sixth, the Jury on Citation of Trustees; seventh, the 

Advisory Board for the Study of Special Projects; eighth, the 
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Committee of the Institutional Food Technologists and the A.L.A. 

ninth, the Committee on Libraries and the War. 

There are at least two for which there should be 

some explanation. The report attempted to be self-explanatory. 

The two that perhaps should be further explained are the 

Advisory Board for the Study of Special Projects, where a differ

ence of opinion within the Committee developed; and the Jury 

on Citations of Trustees, which was a matter of constitutional 

limitation. I cannot recall now - have we taken action on a 

continuation? I think we did, yes. 

So, No. 6 can be striken from the report. The 

Committee automatically expired on August 31. By exeuutive 

action in my other capacity I ruled that its life would be 

extended until this conference at least, because it is an impor

tant committee, and you voted yesterday to continue it 

indefinitely. So no action nee~ to be taken on No. 6. 

Do you wish to discuss any of the remaining ones? 

MR. JENS NYHOLM (Northwestern University Library, 

Evanston): I see in your report a comment about the Catalog 

Code and a statement that this committee should be discontinued 

if the committee has achieved its aims, and I think it requires 

a statement on the second rart, whether or not the committee 

has actually achieved its objectives. . II 
It says, recommendation, 

however, that it be discontinued is concurred in by this 

committee if such action is consistent with action taken on the 

other recommendations." 
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MR. VITZ: Mr. Nyholm, of Northwe stern University 

Library, raised the question on Committee No. 5, the Committee 

on the Use of the A.L.A. Catalog Code, where our recommendation 

was that it be discontinued if concurred in, if action is 

consistent with action taken on the other recommendations. I 

must confess that I have gotten tangled up in my thinking in 

all of the complications of your division and is there any reason 

why the Committee on the Use of A.L.A. Catalog Code may not now 

be discontinued? 

MR. GJELSNESS: I think the Executive Board 

accepted the recommendation and instructed the Code Revision 

Committee to proceed with the revision. 

MR. VITZ: The clause was put in largely to show 

that we were trying to be courteous and recognize the interest 

of the other division, but I believe that if you voted to let it 

lapse, this job having been done, that no feelings will be hurt. 

Mr. Metcalf, it has been suggested that you also 

have been interested in the question before us now. 

MR. METCALF: I think this committee has done its 

job and there is no reason why it should not be discontinued. 

MR. VITZ: Having heard Mr. Metcalf and Mr. 

Gjelsness, both distinguished gentlemen 

MR. NYHOLM: May I ask a question? The recommen

dations made by that committee should be made public, because 

there has been some interest in the matters this Committee has 
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had to deal with, and when it was appointed it caused quite 

some discussion. One question was sent to several libraries 

and in answer to that question they were told that probably 

later they would receive a second questionnaire which never 

came. I myself tried again and again to look into the A.L.A. 

Bulletin to find out what has been going on. I would like to ask 

the question, whether or not we would hear about the recommenda

tions and achievements of that committee. 

MR. MILAM: The Committee report is mimeographed 

and we will be glad to respond to any request for copies of it. 

CHAIRMAN ULVELING: Does Mr. Gjelsness want to add 

explanatory information? 

MR. GJELSNESS: I think that everything would be 

contained in the report of the Committee and they could get copie 

by writing to Headquarters. 

MR. VITZ: But the Committee on Boards and 

Committees still feels - and all those concerned check with it -

that its function has been satisfactorily completed. This is 

not the A.L.A.,Committee on A.L.A. Catalog Code. It is simply 

1 the special committee on the Use of the A.L.A. Catalog Code that 

it is recommended be allowed to lapse. The other committee is 

still continuing. 

Is there a question on any other of the remaining 

eight numbers? Do you want to discuss No. 7? The function of 

that committee as defined in the Handbook: "Created by the 
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Executive Board in 1932. Five members appointed for five-year 

terms, one to retire each year. Chairman elected by the members 

of the Board annually. Its function is to formulate proposals 

for research and to make recommendations to the Executive Board 

on proposals for research studies, surveys and other special 

projects; to consider with other organizations proposals for 

special projects of mutual interest and to foster such joint 

undertakings." 

The Board of five polled its own membership and, 

as I understand it, the membership of that Board felt unanimous

ly that it could be allowed to lapse and part of that fact is due 

to the fact that much of the planning is now being done by 

divisions that have become established since the original action. 

I wonder if Miss Howe, who is chairman of this Board and who is 

present, wishes to speak to this phase of the motion? 

MISS HARRIET HOWE (School of Librarianship, Uni-

versity of Denver, Colorado): I think maybe a little enlight-

enment on where the disagreement occurred might be in order, 

Mr. Vitz, because I think it is in your committee rather than in 

ours. I think we were unanimous. I have heard nothing to the 

contrary and there are two other members of the committee here, 

and I . think they will agree with me that that is a recommendation 

which we would like to see put through. 

MR. VITZ: "Disagreement" is a rather strong word. 

There were several who felt that they did not want to vote "yes," 
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even despite the unanimous .opinion of the Board in question. 

They were anxious to see that the question be explored and 

thoroughly understood. A committee, it was hoped, might perform 

a useful function. If the Board here should feel that it is 

still an important and necessary board, it is your opportunity to 

express your wish and the Executive Board then will have the 

responsibility perhaps of making an entirely new committee. The 

question at issue is the perpetuation of this particular board. 

Does anybody'want to speak to the point that it should be con

tinued? 

CHAIRMAN ULVELING: Would you like to move that 

the eight committees which you have recommended for discontinuanc 

be discontinued? 

IvlR. VITZ: I make that e.s a motion, that a.ll 

numbers under Roman I of the committee report, but omitting 

the Jury on Citations of Trustees, that all those committees be 

acted upon in accordance with the recommendation of the Committee 

Boards and Committees. 

MR. GALT: I second the motion. 

CHAIRMAN ULVELING: The motion has been moved 

and seconded. We have been a little out of order. I think 

the chairman pro tem has been in error in allowing the discussion 

to go on before a motion was made, but we -w·ill be more careful 

after this. The question is on the adoption of the report con

tained under Roman I, Arabic 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9. 
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MR. VITZ: Roman II, the establishment of new 

committees. The vote will be perfunctory in the case of some 

because the committees· are working and have already reported to 

you. Are there any of them concerning which you wish further 

light? I will immediately make the motion that the recommendatiors 

under Roman II be approved. 

MR. TROTIER: I second the motion. 

CHAIRMAN ULVELING: It has been moved and 

seconded that the committees under Roman II, Arabic 1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6 and 7 be established as new committees. 

Motion voted upon and carried ... 
MR. VITZ: Roman III has one item and that is 

a change of name. We have talked very cumbersomely about 

the Board on Salaries, Staff and Tenure. The suggestion is 

that it be called the A.L.A. Board on Personnel Administration. 

I move the adoption of this recommendation. 

MR. TROTIER: I second the motion. 

CHAIRMAN ULVELING: It has been moved and 

seconded that the Board on Salaries, Staff and Tenure be changed 

I to the Board on Personnel Administration. Is there discussion? 

(None) 

. . . Motion voted upon and carried ••• 

MR. VITZ: The final recommendation has to do with 

joint committees which have been very unworkable because they are 
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who appoint opposite members to ours. Sometimes there is 
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only one other organization, sometimes two or three or four. Be

cause of varying committee years and fiscal years and different 

appointing authorities and different lengths of terms, and so on, 

we thought we would like to put a little bit of flexibility into 

it. Nothing in the recommendation so far as I can see is 

contrary to our constitution and it has been cleared with the 

Constitution'Committee. But it does change our practice some

what. 

Our committee year is September 1 through August 

31. We want to work out for each joint committee a situation 

where it fits in with our sister organizations with whom we have 

cooperated in the establishment of joint committees. 

I move the adoption of the recommendation as 

stated. 

MR. GALT: I second the motion. 

CHAIRMAN ULVELING: The motion has been moved and 

seconded that the recommendations contained under Roman IV 

regarding Joint Committees be approved and adopted. Is there 

discussion on that? I think it is clear to all of you. This 

is perhaps a little more complicated than some of the previous 

things, but it is set out very concisely in the report, so I 

can well believe that there is no need for great discussion • 

••• Motion voted upon and carried 
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CHAIRMAN ULVELING: I am proud to say that you 

are back on your time schedule, and I will return the Chair to 

you. 

• •• Mr. Vitz resumed the Chair . . . 
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PRESIDENT VITZ: The Committee on Film Forums, 

Glen Burch, Chairman, will be next. The report will be presented 

by Miss Marie Loiseaux • 

••• Miss Marie Loiseaux read the report of the 

Committee on'Film Forums, copy of which was retained by 

Headquarters ••• 
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PRESIDENT VIT2: You have heard the report and 

recommendations. Does anyone wish to make a motion that the 

Council approve these recommendations? 

MR. TROTIER: I so move. 

MR. GALT: I second the motion. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: I might say that this report 

has also come before the Executive Board and last night the 

Board approved the recommendations, but the action must be 

concurred in by Council. Do you wish the question? 

••• Motion voted upon and carried . . . 
PRESIDENT VITZ: The next item on the 

program is the report of the Executive· Secretary and the report 

of Retiring President Warren. 

MISS ALTHEA WARREN(In Unison): Mr. President, 
MR . CARL MILAM 

we present our reports by title. They will not be read now. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: I don't think I will even ask 

for a vote of approval. You have applauded it officially. 
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And now I will ask Mr. Milam, our Executive Secre

tary, to present another routine matter. 

MR . MILAM: Mail votes of the Council which are 

read at this time, requiring no action, read simply that they 

may be incorporated in the minutes of this meeting : Votes 

which carried: Authorizing Council to vote by mail; freezing 

committees for 144- '45; election of officers (that is, nomina

tions for 1 44-'4~; creation of a P blic Libraries Division; 
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approval of fall meeting of 1944; and no general annual 

conference; appointment of Rob~ A.Alsxander as Chairman of 

Finance Committee and George A. McAfee as a member. 
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Votes which did not carry: Intellectual Freedom. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: The next item on the docket 

is when the next meeting of the Council shall be held. That is 

a matter for Council decision. It ties in however with meetings 

of the Executive Board and of the Association as a whole. The 
• matter was discussed in great fullness last night. I will ask 

our Executive Secretary to present what action was taken with 

reference to the Executive Board and the Association. 

MR. MILAM: The Executive Board voted to express 

its hope that an annual conference of some sort might be possible 

next year; to defer final decision for at least two or three 

months when the situation may be clearer with respect both to 

the conference and to the next meeting of the Executive Board. 

The President is authorized to call a meeting of the Executive 

Board if he thinks it is necessary. 

There was also rather extended discussion of the 

possibility of regional conferences if an annual conference 

proves not to be feasible. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Do you wish to take action on 

a meeting of the Council, or in any other way to express your 

opinion i~ connection with this problem? They are inter-relating 

problems but yet require separate action. If no action is taken, 
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it is always possible to act when-the situation is clearer. 

There are legal ways of bringing a council meeting into 

being just as this one was. 

Time marches on. If there is no motion, we 

will go to the next item of business. I hear no motion. I 

will call on Dr. McDiarmid to present the remaining three 

proposed revisions to the Constitution which require your 

action, and then a vote of the whole membership. 

DR. McDIARMID: The first amendment recommended 

by the Committee on Constitution and By-Laws is to provide 

in the constitution for mail votes, both of the Association and 

of the Council. It consists of a new section added to 

Article II, Meetings, Section no. 5, to read as follows: 

"Sect. 5. Votes by Mail. Votes by mail, both of the 
Association and of council,may be authorized by the 
Executive Board between meetings. Such mail votes 
shall be conducted under the same requirements as 
votes at meetings, except that for votes by council 
50% of the voting membership shall constitute a quorum 
and a 3/4 majority of those voting shall be required 
to carry." 

Mr. Chairman, I move that Council recommend the 

adoption of this amendment to the Association. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: You have heard the motion which 

authorizes mail votes, the quorum to be fifty per cent of those 

eligible to vote and the number of votes to make a motion pre

vail being three-fourths of those who cast their ballots. 

We have been working on a temporary jerry-rig 

system of mail voting. We want to put it in the constitution. The 
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number for quorum and the percentage of votes required have been 

somewhat changed. The motion before you is to amend the 

constitution. 

MR. GALT: I second the motion. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Is there any comment? 

MR. GALT: Why is it made 75% of those voting to 

carry? 

PRESIDENT VITZ: I think it should be 75%. It 

seems to me very risky in a mail vote where there cannot be 

discussion and question and modificiation of a motion by the 

combined wisdom of those who are present to have a motion 

carried too easily. Our own Executive Board now sometimes 

conducts business by mail vote and a single negative vote post-

pones action, and the Executive Board itself cannot take any 

action unless the vote is unanimous. If there is a single con-

trary vote, then the question may be resubmitted to the entire 

membership of the Executive Board with the reasons given by 

the person voting negatively. Then the motion will prevail, 

provided there are not more than two negative votes. Even so, 

it requires eleven to two vote to carry by a mail vote on the 

Executive Board. I think that is the reason for this; because 

motions can be carried too easily by a bare majority;if all 

the facts are not before us, you know how easy it is to assume 

it is right and then somebody brings a vital objection. So I 

think three-fourths, if anything, is too low. 
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MR. GALT: I just wanted it brought out. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Is there any further discussion? 

••• Motion voted upon and carried ••• 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Remember, when mail votes come 

to you they are just as binding. Generally speaking, mail 

votes will not be sent to you unless the issue is quite clear cut 

but even so, it is important that you give them thought. 

MR. McDIARMID: Mr. Chairman, I would like to 
• 

move an additional motion, that Council instruct the officers 

of the Association to use this procedure for mail voting from 

now on until it is written into the by-laws, rather than the 

temporary arrangement that has been used in the past; and I so 

move. 

~rn. TROTIER: I second the motion. 

. . . Motion voted upon and carried ... 
PRESIDENT VITZ: We will now be a little bit 

more legal than before. 

MR. McDIARMID: Second amendment. Recommended 

amendment to the By-Laws as to the substitute for one of two 

votes required of Council, recommendation by the Executive 

Board for the creation of a new division. The amendment is to 

Article VI of the By-laws, Section 1, to change the wording to 

read as follows: " •••••• upon recommendation of the Committee on 

Divisional Relations,the Executive Board, and upon vote of the 

Council." 
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Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of this amend-

ment. 

MR. GALT: I second the motion. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Now I think you understand the 

import - to create a division you have to vote twice at 

separate meetings of Council, not separate sessions. In this 
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long period of no meetings it is very embarrassing to have a 

pushing by the Hospital Libraries group and the Public Libraries 

Division for'the establishment of a division, and then to run 

into the constitution that says that you twice have to say it is 

a proper action. The import of the amendment is that if your 

Committee on Divisional Relations recommends and if the Executive 

Board approves it, you have to say only once that you believe in 

it. 

. . . Motion voted upon and carried ••• 

MR. McDIARMID: The third amendment is to sub-

stitute for vote by membership of the Association for election 

to!lonorary membership the election by Council, and the 

amendment is to Article I of the By-Laws, Section 1, paragraph 

(e), Honorary Members: Persons nominated by the Executive Board 

and elected for life by the Council. 

Mr. Chairman, I move that the Council recommend 

the adoption of this amendment. 

MISS MERRILL: I second the motion. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Do you wish elucidation? It is 
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awfully hard now to make anybody an honorary member. We can't 

do it until we have an annual convention. This way it puts it 

into our hands for the final action. 

Motion voted upon and carried ••• 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Now there are one or two items 
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left over from yesterday. The Committee on Intellectual Freedom, 

Dr. Carnovsky, Chairman, presented a report yesterday. There was 

a considerable discussion. The Chair felt that in a motion of 

this sort - not controversial particularly so far as we librariane 

are concerned, but which in the e1!S.Ct language might be very impor

tant in connection with public controversy with boards or in 

legal action - it was highly important that we know the exact 

phraseology on which we are voting. So I ruled that we 

would have the matter brought up again. Dr. Carnovsky will 

present themotion in exact wording. I will entertain amendments, 

motions for amendment to the wording, but I will rule out of 

order any discussion on the general principles of the motion. It 

is just a matter of wording. 

Vffi. CARNOVSKY: ~. President, the Committee on 

Intellectual Freedom offers the following as its program: As 

the agent of the A.L.A. it will undertake to compile an annual 

record of every attempt to obstruct the principle of free 

inquiry in libraries. Libraries will be asked to report attempts 

at such obstruction, giving the author and title of the book or 

magazine affected, the agency attempting suppression, the action 
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taken or threatened by such agency, and the action taken by 

the library. The reports will be brought together into a single 

report for distribution to the library, publishing and book-

reviewing press, the news weeklies, the quality group of 

periodicals, the education magazines, the major metropolitan 

newspapers, and the newspapers in communities represented by the 

incidents included in the report. 

Mr. President, I move Council approval of this 

program. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: You have heard the motion as 

made. It will require a second? 

MISS WINSLOW: I second the motion. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: The motion is subject to 

amendments as to text. 

MR. GALT: I don't want to discuss it, but I 

would like to ask a question. You speak only of the suppression. 

But are there times when there is wrong pressure used to put 

something in or to do something that is not exactly suppression? 

There have been instances where people have wanted, insisted to 

some extent, that we put labels in books stating that the 

material in the book is not accurate. There have also been 

some other attempts along such lines that the wording would not 

include. I don't know whether it is worth while to include it. 

MR. CARNOVSKY: There is some question as to 

whether the type of incident referred to by Mr. Galt really falls 
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within the province of the Committee on Intellectual Freedom. I 

think I can say for the committee that we should welcome reports 

of that nature, whether they would lend themselves to incorpora

tion in this type of report that I am presenting I cannot say at 

this time. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: The question has been called for • 

••• Motion voted upon and carried ... 
PRESIDENT VITZ: Another bit of business from 

yesterday. You voted that there be created a Council 

Committee on Personnel and Placement Services to which the report 

of the proposed survey should be submitted and in other ways 

this committee is to represent you in our cooperative thinking 

on this whole problem of the A.L.A. responsibility and possi

bilities in A.L.A. personnel work and in placement work. Also 

we were instructed by you to present twice as many names as there 

are to be members of the committee, and Miss Manley and I were 

designated as the two people to nominate. Miss Manley and I 

have conferred and the names are before you on the blackboard. I 

will ask Miss Manley to read them for the benefit of those who 

cannot see the blackboard. 

MISS MANLEY: There are six names; three are to 

be elected: 

Margaret J. Clay, Public Library, Victoria 
B. F. Coen, Chairman, Board of Trustees, Larimer County L. 
Helen M. Harris, Lawson McGhee Library 
Helen H. Rogers, State Library, Springfield 
Arnold H. Trotier, University of Illinois Library 
Ola M. Wyeth, Public Library, Savannah, Georgia. 
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These are all voting members of the Council. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: That is a submission of the 

Nominating Committee report. Now, how will you pick three out 

of six? 

MISS HARRIS: I can help a little by asking to hav4 

my name withdrawn. I think if the committee had had time to 

investigate the previous commitments of some of these committee 

members, they would be glad to spare them and to offer an oppor-
• tunity for somebody else to share in the responsibility and 

pleasure. I have just accepted membership on another committee, 

and I think I would like to yield my place to a younger and 

more vigorous person who would have a chance to try his wings. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Council ineists that there will 

be balloting betwemtwo. I will not permit the withdrawal of 

the name, but you may take the information into account in your 

voting. How do you wish the voting to be done? We assume you 

might wish to write three names on the ballots. Is that your 

wish? 

MISS UNGER: I so move • 

. . . ••• Motion seconded, voted upon and carried 

PRESIDENT VITZ: I am going to be rather 

technical on this one. We will accordingly need to appoint 

tellers to collect the votes, and I appoint as tellers: Mr. 

Nyholm and Miss Sendoe. You two will be tellers to count the 

ballots. 
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MISS UNGER: Would it be in order to move that 

we accept as this committee the three names receiving the 

highest number of votes, without any question of majority? Or 

has that been determined? 

PRESIDENT VITZ: Yes, we can do that. 

The suggestion is that the three highest names 

without necessarily a majority be the committee. I think it 

would work out that way anyway. 

Will the tellers gather the ballots~ 
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PRESIDENT VITZ: We have another item of business 

~ich is important but brief. The Committee, after it is 

determined by vote, may have the withdrawal or resignation of 

a member. Would you by any chance wish to empower your presiding 

officer to fill vacancies from the roster of Council members, 

or shall we submit candidates again to be voted on by mail vote. 

MR. McDIARMID: You have authority in the 

Constitution to fill vacancies. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: While the tellers are busy, I 

will ask Miss Manley to present a resolution which perhaps we 

can get out of the way before this interesting election contest 

can be broadcast. 

MISS MANLEY: When I was in that discussion of 

postwar planning yesterday morning and thought of that in 

connection with the meeting of the Committee on Economic Develop

ment that I attended the week before it, it seemed to me that 
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there was a wonderful opportunity ahead of us to do a big job, 

but I did not see any way that we could start the job right now 

without my presenting another resolution. So I will do that , 

first saying that I had the very happy opportunity of talking 

this resolution over with the Trustees Division; that is, not 

the actual resolution, but the spirit of the thing. And the 

trustees were extremely interested and voted to endorse a 

resolution and also said that they would want to take an active 

share in thi~ job that I see before us. 

Mr. President, I move this resolution: That, 

recognizing its part in the effort toward economic security 

in the postwar world, the American Library Association take 

positive action to meet its ' obligation, that a committee be 

appointed to focus attention on the ways in which existing commit 

tees, boards, chapters and divisions may cooperate toward this 

end; and to work with the Committee on Economic Decelopment 

and other groups; that the libraries' part in the attainment of 

economic security be made the theme of a public relations 

program; that through the Association's publications, through 

regional meetings, forums, exhibits, this phase of community 

service be clearly presented until in our own minds and in the 

minds of every citizen there is complete understanding 

of the library's relation to the economic life of the community." 

MISS HANSEN: I · second the motion. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: By way of comment, I saw yesteraa~ 
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a letterhead for the Committee on Economic Development which 

had on the lefthand column officers of the Committee for 
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Economic Development, and across the bottom it had the personnel 

of their library committee to work in our direction, containing 

names of librarians and of non-librarians, but on their library 

committee. This would be to some extent a return gesture and 

action of this sort, or looking in this direction, is being 

initiated by the Committee on Economic Development on the state 

and local levels. 

Do you wish to discuss the question? 

You see, it proposes both a committee and a 

certain amount of attention called to the objectives as stated 

in the motion in the publications, and the public relations 

actions by the American Library Association, to take advantage 

of an opening interest on the part of business men in libraries 

and the contribution that libraries can make both to business and 

to the community as a whole. Business men are waking up to us. 

MRS. LUCILE KECK (Joint Reference Library, 

Chicago): Does this resolution imply cooperation with other 

groups? Does it have to specify the group? I think there is 

a danger there. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: I don't believe so. Perhaps 

I did not understand the question. 

MRS. KECK: As I understood it, that resolution 

specified the groups with which the A.L.A. wishes to cooperate -

,-------
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the Committee for Economic Development, and so on. Does it imply 

other types of organizations? Or does it involve only the C.E.D.~ 

MISS MANLEY: It says, "and other groups." It 

doesn't even need to say the C.E.D. It is simply setting up a 

committee that will remove that block in connection with the 

word "business" from the minds of librarians so that, for 

instance, when Detroit is doing a beautiful job, it remembers to 

mention that it is doing a beautiful job. 

It is a matter of pUblic relations in the 

association itself primarily and using the opportunity that we 

have to capitalize, not to capitalize, but just to make ourselves 

a part of this general understanding of the need of print for 

sound business development and the sound business development is 

what is going to make jobs for the boys that come back from the 

Army. That is the primary object of this resolution. I did 

include the Committee on Economic Development in it because 

that is a committee that is doing constructive work on the 

national, state and local levels and gives us a machine to tie 

in with; but it doesn't have to be included in the resolution. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: The motion of course is subject 

to amendment • 

• •• Motion voted upon and carried • • • ...----r:::::- -..:::-\ 
PRESIDENT VITZ: Mr. Nyholm will make the report 

for the tellers. 

MR. NYHOLM: The tellers find that according to 
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the election, Miss Clay, Miss Rogers and ~w. Trotler are the 

committee. 

PRESIDENT VITZ: The Coundil selected a Council 

Committee on this problem, and it consists of Miss Clay, Miss 

Helene Rogers and Mr. Trotier. ~~ 
Is there other business of Council concern or 

of interest to us as librarians that anyone wishes to bring 

before us? (None) 

Before I bring down the hammer, I want to say 

that I have really enjoyed the sessions and have appreciated your 

support, your patience and your endurance • 

o'clock ••• 

••• The meeting adjourned at twelve-thirty 
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T!iE TIME TO PLAN IS ALWAYS NOW 

Carl Vitz 

p 

There is a firm American tradition that a person elected to 

the presidency of anything must make an inaugural address. I had 

hoped that this ordeal could be spared both you and me, but tradition 

has proved too strong and I am here before you to discuss the state 

of the nation in so far as the A.L.A. is a part of it. 

As you will •have gathered from the proceedings so far, the last 

few years of Association activities have been one continuous effort 

to meet new and unusual conditions. We have operated without annual 

meetings; boards and committees have been frozen; votes have been 

taken by mail, even though such a contingency was not foreseen in the 

constitution; and this morning's inauguration ceremonies merely 

symbolize a fact now of some three months' standing. 

In our inaugural address we will first do some pointing with 

pride, then follow with warnings against complacency, and finally, 

stress some needs to challenge us and opportunities that must be 

seized. 

In pointing with pride we will direct the index finger to four 

phases of Association activitye We could add others but these four 

have been selected in part because of their outstanding importance 

and in part because they indicate how far-reaching the A.L.A. program 

is. 

Library Plannin~. 

Sound progress is possible only when there has been sound 

planning. A careful analysis of conditions, wisely chosen objectives, 
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and effective means to reach them are the three necessary steps in 

progress. We can take pride in the quality and the amount of 

planning now being done by the Association through its officers, 

boards and committees, divisions and round tables. Much of this has 

been in the first stage of planning. The effort has been to appraise 

accurately the present situation. This must precede a selection and 

definition of objectives and a determination of ways and means to 

reach them. 

A.L.A. efforts in this area will become evident as these Council 

sessions proceed. But most of the evidence is already in print in 
• 

two recent publications of the American Library Association. Both 

deserve the careful study of librarians. The earlier is "Post-War 

Standards for Public Libraries" edited by Dr. Carleton B. Joeckel. 

It provides a foundation on which plans for the extension of public 

libraries can be based with confidence. It is with a sense of 

satisfaction that I can report that the two later steps are tmder 

way, namely, the checking of public libraries against these standards 

and the formulation of plans to meet the exact conditions revealed 

by the checking. This whole program is an excellent example of the 

kind of constructive work which a professional association can do and 

which can be done only through such an association. 

Under the leadership of this same committee have been developed 

standards for school libraries and standards for college and 

university libraries, both of which are to have the Council's con-

sideration at a later meeting. Standards in other fields, prepared 

by other groups, will also receive attention. 

Important also is 11 Library Planning: A Working Memorandum" 

prepared for the A.L.A. by Dr. Louis R. Wilson. This publication 



is not in itself a plan for libraries nor is it intended to be such. 

It is merely a summarization of planning for libraries with which 

the A.L.A., its various boards and committees, and its affiliated 

or related organizations have recently concerned themselves or are 

now doing so. Nor does this report attempt to evaluate. It is none 

the less of first importance in our planning endeavors. The mere 

number and variety of plans presented is encoure,ging. Bringimg them 

between the covers of one publication renders a great service to all. 

It should serve to prevent duplication, facilitate cooperation, and 

indicate areas neglected or forgotten. 

Whenever in the past few months I have felt low in my mind 

because of the immense ma.s·s · of things undone and needing attention 

and the slowness of progress, these two publications have heartened 

and encours.ged me and filled me with pride in the Association to 

which I belong. 

Cultural Cooperation. 

The part played by the A.L.A. in international relations, or 

to use the current phrase, "cultural cooperation, 11 is an extensive 

one. Aid to libraries in war areas, library cooperation with Latin 

America, with Europe and Africa, and with the Orient and South Pacific 

are some of the main groupings. A realization of America's contri

bution, through its libraries, to international good will and to the 

preservation and promotion of scholarly activities in Europe, in 

China, and in Latin America rightly gives us a feeling of pride. The 

pattern of American librarianship is carried abroad through the 

establishment of American libraries in Mexico, Montevideo, Melbourne, 

Bombay, and many other places. Librarians -from Latin America come to 

visit and study our libraries and seek our aid in behalf of their 
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libraries, library schools, and library institutes. Scholarly books 

and periodicals are now being purchased and stockpiled so that when 

the destroyed libraries in Europe can again be rebuilt the fruits of 

American scholarship can find a place on their shelves. 

In this program the A.L.A. has been in cooperation with the 

State Department, the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, the Office 

of War Information, the Library of Congress, the Rockefeller Founda

tion, the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the American 

Council of Learned Societies, and other gov_ernmental and private 

agencies. Sums eptrusted to the A.L.A. to be spent for purposes 

designated by these donors amounted to about five hundred thousand 

dollars in the past year. 

Here again we can, I think, take proper pride in the high regard 

for American librarianship and in the confidence displayed by our 

government and private foundations in the integrity and 11 know how" of 

the A.L.A. No other group is making, in proportion to its strength, 

so large a contribution to friendly cultural cooperation. At a later 

session of Oouncil a fuller, though still inadequate, telling of the 

story is to take place. 

Libraries for the Armed Forces. 

A third cause for pride is the library program carried on by the 

armed forces. Directly, the A.L.A. is not contributing in great 

measure, but indirectly its aid has been significant. 

In World War I the A.L.A. war library service did important 

pioneer work. Ever since, libraries have been an integral part of 

the Navy. In the Army, however, they were allowed to lapse, though 

their importance was recognized in plans for M-day. 
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Four years ago, when the building of our great Army began, 

library service was included in the plans. The program was developed 

under the direction of one of our members who left the Enoch Pratt 

Free Library of Baltimore to accept a commission in the Army as its 

first library officer. Our Association was called upon (usually 

informally) for suggestions and advice. The Victory Book Campaign 

produced more than ten million usable books for all branches of the 

service. Meantime under wise, imaginative, and far-sighted direction 

the service expanded rapidly. Today almost everywhere in large con

centrations of our forces as well as in isolated outposts, on trans

ports, and in hospitals, books and libraries are available, fitting 

as essential parts into the military's far-reaching educational and 

recreational program. 

Recently I had the privilege of sitting in at a conference 

called by Brig. Gen. Byron to consider among other things the library's 

part in the Army educational and recreational program. As a librarian 

I was stirred to find Army men, generals, colonels, majors, captains, 

and lieutenants, West Pointers and former businessmen, newly com

missioned, all sold on the importance of books, reading materials, 

and library facilities in the making of an army and in maintenance 

of its morale. It gave me new courage the week after to ask a 

reluctant budget commission for more money for the Minneapolis Public 

Library, and the Army precedent seemed to carry weight. Here are a 

few high points from what we learned. They will, I think, give you 

also some of the inspiration that came to me. 

The library program of the Army, as stated, is supervised by 

Lt. Col. Ray L. Trautman. Directed by him are six hundred trained 

librarians, many of them members of our Association. Two thousand 
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libraries, many in their own separate buildings, are provided for 

larger troop concentrations and lesser facilities, as the number of 

men decreases, but always - well, almost always - books and 

periodicals are provided in some manner. During the past year more 

than eight million dollars was spent for books alone. The present 

budget is one dollar for books per service man. Besides the ten 

million V.B.C. books, fifteen million cloth-bound books have been 

purchased and fourteen million paper-bound Council on Books in Wartime 

books for transport and overseas use. More than half are non-fiction. 

The service is administered in accordance with the practice in our 
• 

best American libraries. 

Such an exposure to books is unprecedented and will create 

unprecedented opportunity. We must· be ready to measure up to this 

standard of service when our veterans return. I have not mentioned 

the Navy, though its story is equally dramatic, because unfortunately 

I cannot speak of it from the same direct knowledge. 

War Information Centers. 

We can take pride in the fact that so many librarians have ad-

justed their services to the national needs first as defense, then 

war, and now both war and postwar conditions have altered them. We 

can take pride, yes, but we must also acknowledge that success in 

this respect was only partial. In too many places inadequate funds, 

inertia, and lack of imagination resulted in failure to meet an 

opportunity. Nevertheless, enough libraries cooperated with war 

agencies to register real gains for libraries. 

But, lest we remain too self-satisfied, I hasten to a considera

tion of fields where present achievement, or lack of it, should 

quickly prick complacency on our part. What I am about to say is 
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based on my experience and observation as a public librarian and 

must be judged on this basis. Perhaps I am wrong, but it seems to 

me that we in the public library field are for the present not 

holding our own with our associates in other library fields. It 

may be merely that I see the bare and weedy spots in my own field 

and find those more distant beautifully green, due to the enchant

ment which distance is reputed to lend. However that may be, any 

confidence that I may have in the worth of my conclusions is 

restricted to the area to which my four decades of work have been 

devoted. 

Library Extension. 

Library extension as an objective is as old as the public 

library movement in America. Our profession has grappled with it 

heroically. Yet the fact remains that one third of the population 

in this country and in Canada is still without library service. A 

second third has library service so inadequate that it should 

scarcely be reckoned on the credit side. Indeed, the prevalence 

of so many libraries which by all standards of service are not 

libraries has been one of our greatest hindrances. Even the third 

which is rated as satisfactory often suffers serious gaps and short

comings. Frankly, on this front we have in the last two decades 

scarcely kept pace with population growth. 

Why? 

Of course we know many of the answers. We know that we must 

organize libraries in terms of larger service areas and based upon 

larger financial resources. We know that many large areas have 

insufficient wealth to provide libraries for themselves and that 

some form of equalization of library opportunity must be provided 
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through state and national effort. We know that inertia, but 

even more, jealousy between localities which could and should be 

joined in service areas make cooperation difficult. We know that 

few ley leaders on the state level are interested or informed. 

We know that often state leadership is wanting or lacks dynamic 

drive. 

Is this a counsel of despair? Should these needs discourage 

us? By no means. But surely we should not remain smugly self

satisfied in our libraries but must meet the challenge of need for 

libraries for all. Our national Association has done much to 

guide and to help but the nature of the problem is such that 

planning and action must be largely on the state and local level 

and through state and local leaders. 

Fortunately there are present several encouraging factors. 

The Postwar Planning Committee has provided for us ammunition in 

quantity. The development of Army and Navy libraries should be an 

asset. If they are of real value to the fighting enldier and to 

the soldier awaiting demobilization, why aren't they equally 

valuable to him when demobilized and again engaged in peace-time 

activities? And if to him, then why not to all others even though, 

because of lack of opportunity, they have not acquired the library 

habit nor experienced the values and inspiration that lie in books. 

The use of books and of libraries in the military effort is a 

convincing argument and should be used. The veteran who has had 

firsthand experience in the use of libraries will be impatient on 

his return if he finds only poor libraries or none. 

Am I wrong in thinking that provincialism is on the wane and 

that more often the vision of a larger unit able to provide richer 
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and more adequate service will prevail? In recent years librarians 

have acquired some skill in working with other community leaders. 

They know more people and more people know them. Many friends for 

libraries and for the A.L.A. have been made through the contacts 

of our officers, committees, and staff, with leaders in other fields. 

Our international activities have built up prestige for libraries. 

In any event, I have a definite impression that libraries rate more 

than they did a decade ago. All this should help in developing 

larger plans. 

Sources of tax support for our libraries must be studied. 

Present reliance is almost wholly on the real estate tax. This is 

stationary or shrinking. Extension of activities and new activities 

dependent upon this tax often cannot be financed for this reason. 

Other taxes, on the contrary, such as income and sales a.re increasing 

and we must turn to them for new and expanding tax-supported 

activities, including libraries. This situation again pointe to the 

state as the important unit for library extension efforts. 

Little is to be gained by establishing more little libraries. 

Progress will come only as the result of state-wide planning with 

every portion of the state included in a service area. Financing 

should be adequate to provide for all residents a complete and varied 

library service equal to that in a city of twenty-five thousand 

population or more and with a per capita support of from $1.50 to 

$2.00. 

This program cannot be achieved by librarians working alone. 

We must cease to be library isolationists and must add to our own 

efforts those of all others interested in the welfare of state and 

community. Let us seek the help of the political scientist, the 

sociologist, the county farm agent, the student, and the expert 
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wherever and whenever needed. We must study our library laws and 

our tax laws so that we may help in modernizing tax legislation to 

the end that libraries may secure their fair percentage of the tax 

dollar. We must secure the active cooperation of all organizations 

interested in the public welfare, especially those state-wide or 

primarily non-urban in scope. Veterans' organizations will be 

especially important. We must seek the support of men and not 

underrate the power of women in all our planning. 

Leadership in planning and in cooperative effort must be 

exercised by librarians and by library trustees, but especially by 
• 

those in the state library agencies and those who carry responsi-bility 

in library associations. 

Training for Librarianshi£. 

Our training for librarianship seems to me to fall short and 

to be wanting. 

Many librarians have attained real professional stature through 

efforts while on the Job, just as Franklin made of himself a first 

rank scientist and a diplomat. 

Most of us, however, need a broader and more solid foundation 

on which to build than the present four years of undergraduate work 

plus a fifth year of elementary library training provide. Not only 

is present training elementary, there is too little differentiation 

to prepare for the many and varied library positions- children's 

librarian, county librarian, cataloger, administrative assistant, 

subject librarian, reference librarian, and many more. All might 

well have much the same first year, but one or more years of 

specialized training should follow to fit them for special fields. 
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To some extent this is now being done for school, hospital, 

and children's librarians, but subject librarians, let us say art, 

should be at home in the history and techniques of art and have 

studied the special problems involved in caring for and servicing 

the library materials in art. We need greater expertness in 

administration, in subject knowledge, in library techniques, in 

adult education methode, in community understanding, and in public 

relations. A county librarian needs courses in rural sociology as 

well as in public administration. In the larger city library, the 

cataloger, the qdministrative assistant, and the reference assistant 

each need additional specialization, the first in important book 

processing techniques, the second in administration and personnel 

work, and the last in bibliography and reference tools, ~nd all need 

a broad background of book knowledge and of the history of the book 

which can be secured only by planned study and wide reading. 

Libraries should perhap-s differentiate more fully their library 

positions, as do hospitals, and library training should be adapted 

to this differentiation. We must not press the analogy too far, 

but in hospitals we have medical people with varied duties, all 

rigorously trained but with varying levels of responsibility and 

authority. The doctor diagnoses and prescribes and operates. It 

is for him to make decisions. The nurse, no matter how competent, 

performs none of these but is equally necessary for good hospital 

service. Likewise dietitian and laboratory technician, as a result 

of specialized training, perform their skilful proper functions. 

In our libraries, a chief or assistant librarian in libraries 

of all sizes, a department head, or branch or county librarian might 

correspond to the doctor; a ce.talog assistant to the technician; and 
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the general assistant serving the public, to the nurse. Differen

tiation in their training in respect to length, content, approach 

to subject matter, and necessary skills would seem appropriate. 

Certainly if librarians desire a professional status equal to 

that of doctors, lawyers, preachers, and members of college fac~lties, 

they should make comparable efforts to acquire the knowledge and the 

skill they need. 

Library training is in danger of becoming oyeracademic. Present 

instructors are far better teachers and organizers of their material 

as compared with those who taught us who are about to leave the 
• 

stage, but they lack the experience to make their teaching living and 

practical. Less often do we now find teachers who have had broad 

and responsible experience. Both teaching ability and valid personal 

experience are needed. Perhaps exchange positions, sabbatical years, 

a.nd guest lecturers are partial solutions. Internship and in-service 

training possibilities should be increased. Again the medical pro

fession, whose training is so firmly grounded on hospital experience, 

may furnish helpful precedents. 

It has been gratifying these last few years to realize that the 

Board of Education for Librarianship and the library schools are 

grappling with these problems. We wish them success in their efforts 

to provide a training more realistic in conception as a foundation for 

important library positions, a training both broader and more 

specialized. 

Recruiting for LibrarianshiE· 

Related to the problem of library school training and our desire 

for wider recognition of our professional status is the recruiting 

of better students with a higher capacity for professional develop

ment. In fact, here lies the very future of librarianship and 
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consequently of this Associationo 

An early and important step is to educate our educators, our 

vocational guidance experts, so that they may realize the many 

talents, the many qualifications, the many abilities that can go 

to make up librarians and the fact that not all are needed in the 

same individual or for every library position. Now it seems to be 

a general practice to advise any genteel, quiet, unassuming student 

who likes to read to become a librarian. All right, libraries do 

need people who like to read. But they also need specialists. If 

we get this across to our educators, then when they find a man with 
• 

scientific abilities they may include in their suggestions that he 

become a science librarian. Another headed for the school of 

public administration could aim at becoming city librarian; a girl 

with artistic or musical aptitudes could have an art or music 

library suggested as a possible field. 

Along with the vocational guidance men, we must educate the 

public. Our publicity must paint a better and more colorful pic-

ture of our job. Youth seeking ~ life work wants one that is worth 

while, and in this case I mean worth while from the service angle 

rather than the salary angle. That comes later. Young people 

desire to serve. We should be showing them that library work is 

essential and makes the community, the state, the country, a better 

place to live in and the people living in it happier and better. 

I mentioned salaries. This is a question ever with us and 

more progress has been made in some areas than in others~ It de-

pends too much upon individual budgets, boards, and local politics 

to be explored deeply here, but we all know that salaries must be 

raised to levels equal to those of professions of a similar nature 
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if we are to attract worth-while recruits. But we must also keep 

in mind that parallel with these efforts, we must make of ourselves 

individuals with greater capacity to serve and must bring our 

libraries into a vital relation with the community. 

Public Relations. 

A recent frequent complaint is that libraries, especially 

public libraries, are not receiving adequate publicity. Some in-

dividual libraries are performing a creditable job of local 

publicity, but an expanded national program to spread the library 

idea is needed, and, for want of it, efforts to extend libraries 
• 

into new areas are made more difficult. 

I hasten to add, however, that blame should not attach to 

the A.L.A. Public Relations Committee nor to the staff of A.L.A. 

Headquarters as much as to the Association at large. Good publicity 

is expensive. Things of value generally must be paid for unless 

we can fine someone to play the part of rich uncle. Foundations 

and friends of libraries have been reluctant to finance advertising 

programs. So if we librarians would have this expensive necessity 

we must be prepared to pay for it. 

Income from individual memberships cannot fully finance an 

adequate national program. Publicity, to be effective, must be 

done by those who are competent. It will require radio experts of 

various kinds and perhaps also the purchase of time on networks. 

Artists, advertising men, writers, public relations counselors, all 

will be needed and the Association must have a staff with varied 

talents to direct it. 

The American Library Association now does an excellent job 

with the small means at its command. This is possible because we 

do have many friends and because often a good turn is done for us 
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at small or even at no cost. But country-wide and continuous 

coverage, planned and not accidental and directed to gain specific 

objectives, can be secured only if sufficient funds are available. 

Unless and until funds from gift or endowment are less coy, I see 

only one solution. That is for the libraries which desire general 

publicity and will benefit from it to pay for it through larger 

dues or subscription, just as some university libraries are now 

paying cooperatively for services they want. 

Library extension and nationwide library publicity might well 

be immediate objectives, in whose behalf the proposed Public 

Libraries Division could add its new strength to present efforts. 

Preparatory to writing this 11 inaugural address, 11 I made a 

list of topics of a challenging nature that might be included. By 

no means &ll have so far been touched upon, but I have already 

gone beyond the proper bounds. 

Even so, I can't resist one final paragraph in which to 

emphasize that libraries need many more books of current importance, 

need more vocational books, must get them quicker, must make them 

more easily available to users. Libraries must study their 

organization more carefully so as to differentiate between clerical 

and professional activities, so that work may be done not only more 

appropriately but also better and at less cost. Libraries will 

need to re-study library techniques, both in the book processing 

phases and in the lending operations. Library methods seem to 

retain too much of a horse-and-buggy quality. Perhaps we can learn 

from library work as developed under military auspices. Business 

and bookstores may have things to teach us. Certainly we can do 

much to improve the friendliness of our buildings and reading rooms. 

.... 
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But above all and finally, let us learn to take our own medicine. 

We, who spend our lives making books available to others in quest 

of information and education in subjects of their own choice, 

should not forget to use them also to continue our own growth and 

education in librarianship, the field which we have chosen for 

ourselves. 
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CHANGES AHEAD ------- -----

For the 65th time in the records of the American 

Library Association a retiring president rises to review 

the things done and to emphasize the things which need to 

be done. Last year, 1~. Metcalf ith his lucid powers of 

epitome gave three urgent purposes for our future: 

1. To improve personnel 

2. To build up book collections 

3. To find how to give more money spent 

What the Association, through its divisions, boards and 

committees, has achieved towards these great ends even in 

a war year will be told by the achievers themselves in the 

Annual Reports Number (October lst of the Bulletin.) 

Mr. etcalf last dUly ?th also urged the member

ship to let their officers kno the failures of the A.L.A. 

His invitation was accepted so vigorously that I am not 

able to condense my admonitions to my successor as he did. 

Letters from individuals, discussions at state meetings, 

several articles in the Bulletin list our weaknesses as 

follows: 

1. The A.L.A. has a membership of over 15,000 with about 

?00 of these serving on boards and committees and not more 

than 6,000 in the five divisions of special activities 

(college and reference work; cataloging and classification; 

libraries for children and young people; extension; trustEes.) 

Over half the members, therefore, get nothing because they 

give nothing to their national professional association. 
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2. Annual conventions have grmvn so large and expenses of 

travel are so difficult for the younger members that it is 

felt that in alternate years regional gatherings should be 

substituted for the national convention. 

3. The A.L.A. Bulletin contains little of value to the 

small library and has not the atmosphere of books and 

authors to make it as appetizing as the British Library 

Association's publications. Many of those paying the 

higher dues find the Handbook an uninspiring reward. A 

choice of ~ome other A.L.A. publication, such as "College 

and Research Libraries," should be allowed. 

4. ~he Personnel Division at Headquarters should be given 

up or reorganized on a pay basis since at present it has 

not staff nor equipment to function effectively. 

5. The publicity program should be enlarged to include a 

national radio broadcast on the value of libraries. There 

should be visits of the Headquarters staff to state meetings 

and more contact with the needs and opinions of librarians 

in all parts of the country. 

6. Greater publicity should be given to classification and 

pay plans. Library trust·ees should be kept informed of 

salary raises whenever they occur. The A.L.A. should 

function more effectively in getting better salaries in 

libraries. 

7. The matter of holding meetings in the South should be 

reconsidered by the executive board and the council. The 

present policy is that no A.L.A. conference can be held 

where the Negro members are not allowed to attend every 
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gathering on the program. It is contended that J.lwrthern 

hotels enforce practically the same restrictions as those 

in the South so that even here at the Drake we are not 

living up to our unattainable principles. 

8. Lastly, it is felt that the office of president of the 

A.L.A. has been confined to the elderly and portentous 

in top positions. The r.E.A. rotates its presidency 

through all tYPes of employment from a classroom teacher 

to a high school principal and then, perhaps, to the head 

of a special department. It is thought that such democracy 

vould be good for us. 

All suggestions received which ~ould require 

changes in the constitution or by-laws in order to be 

adopted have been considered by the executive board and 

are now being discussed by the council. An organization 

beginning in a locality and involving dues and membership 
1

_ ~ 

~~-in a state and then in a national association was ~:j••~sa ~~ ~ 

at the time of the 'l'hird Activities Committee. At the 

same time, feeling was in favor of an annual conference 

instead of alternation with regional meetings because 

divisions, boards and committees felt they must get to-

gether annually if they were to accomplish sustained work. 

It may be that it is now time for a ]'ourth Activities 

Committee to fashion us into a stream-lined design. 

In an effort to learn thoroughly how the member-

ship feels, a new cornr1ittee was created }nst spring known 

as Relations with Loc81 Grou z. It has a representative 

from the Board of Education for Librarianship, from the 
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Board of Salaries, Staff and Tenure, from the Staff 

Organizations Round Table, from the dUnior Members Round 

Table, from the Division of Libraries for Children and 

Young People, and from the I·'lembership Co.mmi ttee. Miss 

].~arian C. Hanley is the chairman. Through questions it 

has sent out widely for staff and club discussion, it is 

collecting opinions on which it will base recommendations 

for the council and e:x:ecuti ve board. l1l[iss Iv!anley' s article 

in the May• Bulletin, "HO\\r Much Could Member Mean?tt is an 

invitation which should encourage ellen the timorous- to 

speak. 

The A.L.A. Bulletin for the past year has 

certainly tried to supply the direct personal introduction 

to Headquarters which was asked. Our vice-president, 

Miss Margery Doud, feels an eager comradeship with the 

private in the ranks. That every member of the association 

might be inaugurated with her, she stayed a week in Chicago 

last summer and wrote "This is Your Organization" with a 

keen decernment of what remains to be done as well as what 

has been accomplished. Spirited summaries by each of the 

five department heads afterwards appeared nearly every 

month in the Bulletin from January through June. Publicity 

suggestions such as British, China and Russian Book Weeks 

with excellently executed reading lists and Norman Cousins' 

contribution to the Conference in Print offered a toothsome 

first course towards a diet of books. Miss Deaderick has 

supplied "What lJ:'hey're Doing" for the smaller libraries. A 
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plan for the Statistical Service reorganization is ready 

for the executive board to consider. 

While the shores of the seven seas are shifting 

ovmership and three of the continents of the earth are 

throWing their boundary lines around like lassos, it is 

quite in tempo that we too should be changing. 

In J"ames Thurber ' s picture book, "Many Moons" is 

a lesson for this hour . Salvation in a crisis is found, 

not from the political sagacity of the Lord Chamberlain 

nor the computations of the Royal Mathematician nor the 

magic of the Wizard, but from the J"ester who loved human 

beings and solved the needs of the Princess by finding out 

how she herself diagnosed her difficulties. Our new 

president fortunately has the same kind of understanding. 

People are his first concern. All kinds of people appeal 

to him. He showed the originality of the Lord High 

Chamberlain when he started one of the first technical 

departments in a public library in Washington, D. C. He 

rivalled the Royal Mathematician with his command of the 

exact sciences and his knowledge of expanding industries 

in Cleveland. His magic has been as potent as that of the 

Royal Wizard in the skill with which he has speeded up 

the Toledo and Minneapolis Public Library systems. 

Mr. Vitz, with his gavel, you will, I believe, 

enable the A.L . A. to bring dovm the moon! 



A. I•1 cAnaLJ.y 

OPPORTUNITIES OF COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 
IN ADULT EDUCATION AFTER THE WAR 

All libraries are educational institutions, and all librarians 

are educators, at least in part. However, I do not speak as a 

representative of an autonomous library, but as a librarian 

whose policies are established for him by the larger educational 

institution of which his ~:0~~~~~==~~ library is a part. 

Therefore, while the college librarian can work from within and 

thus affect ~nstitutional decisions, he cannot speak definitely 

for his library on major matters of policy involving extensive 

financial or service commitments. And successful participation 

by college and university libraries in adult education will 

involve something more than unofficial participation in inter

library loan agreements and such minor aid. In short, the 

college and university library will do in the field of adult 

education exactly what its college and university does; their 

aims must be identical. 

I am forced therefore to attempt to speak for institutions 

of higher education--how they can, may, or will participate in 

an/- expanded adult education program, and with them, hm'l their 

libraries will participate. Higher education has several definite 

contributions to make to future adult education, and I think 

that these contributions aan and probably will be made. As a 

librarian who has been in two institutions of higher education 

with extensive adult education services, I will try to point out 

some of the implications of these possible contributions for 

libraries in general. 
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What is adult education? There a.r _e many definitions, 

most of them very general in nature. Perhaps it will help to 

point out again some of the differences between so-called 

higher education, represented by colleges and universities, 

and adult education as we know it.n~w . 

Adult education is almost invariably on a part-time basis--

it is carried on at nigpt, after hours, on weekends, during 

vacation time, or in a compressed form during a brief period of 

days. Second, adult education is not compulsory, but entirely 
• on·. a voip.ntary basis. Third, adult education often tends to 

be highly individualized. And last, the program, curriculum, 

or study is pointed directly at immediate, pressing individual 

or social needs. 

However, I believe that it is far too common to point out 

the differences between adult education and higher education 

as given in colleges and universities--both are adult eaucation, 

and both are higher education. Actually, there are more similar

ities than diffe::nc~ ~ adult e~d~ ie peP?OPmed~1s ~t 

pa:rt.Wt!h~l-y l:HtpOJ::! tant, -n.e ,he :d:tiH-€du-ca-ti no higher 

edJl~t.inn-1& compulsory; .many. colleges and untversi""ties-- claim 

t ~ive personalized and indi~idualized instruction; both types 

ol: aduca.tio.n are trying to s€rve definite needs.] In fad;, • 

~most of the differences are primarily matters of degree or of 

intensity. 

The sincerity and intensity of the need for adult education 

probably will have a very important bearing on the adult study 
~ &f"'~e f~we.) 
pFegiamA for if the need is shown to be great enough, there 
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+ 
will bet' aid i'PeHl 'Cem!ls for expansion, probably the 

state and Federal governments. Tbe t:~:eea fol"' B:---e&:ffiprehe~e1¥e 

:tion has- b 

n :'01't 1"W!t-~~ed urgent:I:y nd 

r. ices a& treinin of orkers, pub du at-

r, education for bett citrzenshi , and 

ecJnca.t f~r broadened kno~ledge and better nderetand! g. 

bly ~hi ne d has been almost a derna a, a 1 

nt fur r . 

Durin~ the next few years, we will need extensive re-train
ment 

ing, readjusVand relocetion services; education on other 

nations, peace, and international relations; education for 

better citizenship, for better government, for better under

standing of economic problems, and for intelligent knowledge 
more general 

about social conditions. We need/education for broader 

knowledge and sounder understanding of democracy. Finally, 

we will need education for leisure time activities. In the 
'I~ 

words of l-ir. Reeves, 11 we cannot wait for a new generation of 

children to grow up before we have a group of citizens who have 

(such ) broader knowledge. Things are moving too fast for that. 

To meet this situation we need an adult education program far 

more extensive than any we have ever had in the past." 
d.Jl 

\fuat are some · of the more commonAagencies of tL' s eil'iiJEaion 

at present, that may take part? They are many and varied, for 

there is no uniform coordinated program. Some such agencies 

are: the Federal government . ' 
etc); public libraries 

r ) ; 
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state supported universities and colleges (~~~ 

t~~~~~ten ian divrsions, correspandence cour~eff~ Tumni 

~C!:~~-s, arrli. statewi e gener~l -servic_e ) ; private universities 

other 

re:g±:o:na:1 s rvic.e.s); public schools (whi cb.. tending xo provide 

more and more s ~ices for young adults}; s t ate extension divis-

ions and traveling libraries; adult educa tion councils; trades 

unions; industry; clubs; forums; communities; etc. Finally, 

the two most successful from point of view of number of patrons, 
~ 

movies, and more or less educationalAprograms. 

r sue~ s 

e ansion t sr.y t B'Uc!ety? 
~f~ ~ 

ManyAhave been highly successful, but not highly enough for the 

future. Many have lacked permanence, for they did not possess 

some of the fundamental attributes of social institutions; they 

flourished for a time, and then died. All have lacked adequate 

financial support, pe:t'haps because they were unable to convince 

the public that their job was important enough or their success 

great enough. Most adult educa tion plans have lacked satisfac

tory advisory or counseling services--adult education was not 

individualized enough. Others lack satisfactory personnel. 

s:t.udente are lae m<Fst 

1 e-ar ner--e • to put fort h'is 

be-e ffort: , tl:ley will say s rmet.h-1-ng l ike-:: 11 I di'dn e 'here 

ce ee-am'l.., or 'lHe h!!'S'n 1't a:nything 
,, 

o he ball tonight. 
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or leadership 
Proper teaching personnel/is highly important to success, 

for dissatisfied students will be frankly critical, or woPse 

mu b f!!lank, tl:leJ mu&t be f.r-i y I J:a.e 

must have excellent stage pre-s-e-ae&, 

t.h&y must kno ii their-.-eubj It goes without saying 

that the subject must be one that fills a definite, felt need. 

Finally, many adult education practices have lacked the appeal 

of the crowd--mob psychology, if you will. 

Eve~vA all these past problerns/\solved, however, I believe 

that only a small percentage of the total adult population will 

participate or even be seriously interested in any program of 

adult t education. However, every effort should be made to attract 

the 11 has comes 11 (those who have participa ted in the past) as 

well as the "has not comes." 

It is questionable if the present multitudinous agencies 

of edu.cata:dncof. i adults can serve future needs satisfactorily 

without many improvements, and particularly without much better 

coordination of efforts; in fact, many writers from the field 

of adult education itself have expressed again and again their 

dissatisfaction with their own programs. 

The solution that I as a college librarian feel that I 

should propose, ing commonly accepted at present, 

nor achieved overnight. However, I am 

inclined to think that it is the probable solution to the problem 

rather defini ts tren rr tn t d~r ctio~. 
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First, I am convinced that adult education is going to 

grow. Second, I believe that many of the voluntary and contributed 

adult education agencies will tend to drop out of the field. 

Third, I think that the future scheme of adult educRtion will be 

a combination of several of the a ge •1cies now at work in the 

field, to a large extent those already having tax support; and 

that extensive adapt~tions to permit ea~h to participate most 

effectively in the whole program will be necessary. Finally, 

I believe that adult education eventually will be controlled 

either by t~e public schools or by the university system within 

the state. By~university system" I mean a coordinated system 

including both state supported college·s and universities, and 
r -+k 01:>1 nc ~ 

privat e institutions. I am inclin~personally to ~U9F tAe 

~el~~ that control eventually will rest with the university 

system, fort ' posses~personnel and techniques more suited to 

adult education. Mr. Ellsworth has been more positive on the 
I 

subject--he said recently that "the university system sho~d 

control adult education--and it obviously, inevitably, and 

eventually will." 
\}- ... 

\V'hat 
~ 
&el't:l1;ion'*' 

r some of the straws in the wind pointing toward this 
? . 

One is the new Regents' plan for New York State, 

which plans hmgher educa tion for one out of every three adults 

graduating from high school; local adult education se~vices 
local 

with coordinators, controlled by the/public schools and a council 

appointed by them; the removal of obstacles to adult education, 

~ nd provision of facilities, books, radio nrograms, and at times, 

leadership; and a general expansion of the system of higher 

education. Private colleges are included in the plan. Another 

rather definite indication of this trend is the action of the 
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Carnegie Corporation of Mew York in discontinuing support of 

the American Associ~tion for Adult Educa tion, and its grant 

of $35,000 yearly over a ten-year period for an Institute of 

Adult Education es t ablished at Teachers College, Columbia 

Universi ty--un institute to study hmv to bring about a closer 

relationship bet\veen adult education and organized education. 

Another favoring movement is the increasing trend toward the 

socialization of colleges and universities' ~ng tQ nake 

~ educational leadePs in th&ir r~s· the trend t~vard 

~lorification ·of Ameri'ea and toward the reg1ona~ eppro.< in 

CQ~ges and universities also is f~~ra~l~. Colleges and 
-thev 

univ-e.r.e4.i?1-e--s ' are tending to become a dynamic part of the regions 

in which they are located. Still another favorable action is 
sta te 

reorganization of some/institutions of higher education into 

a unified system. Not-eworthy too is the proposal in the recent 

British \'lhi te paper on educational reconstruction, looking 

toward wider education for all. Many public schools recently 

have eRtablished counseling services for young adults, to 

provide aid for high school graduates and non-graduates. 

Finally) tremendous Federal aid will be available to formal 

educational institutions to provide for persons discharged from 

the armed services, and displaced ivar workers. The government 

can't give 40 acres and a mule; Tout it is going to pvovide 

instead a year of education to all service men and women ,..;ho 

want it. 

However, there are many disadvantages to either public 

school or state university system control. The college is a 

conserving and also a conservative institution; it doesn't change 

fast. Adequate financial support may not be forthcoming; 
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private institutions in particular are faced with lean years, 

as far a s capital for expansion of s ervices is concerned. 

Population sparseness and unequal distribution of educational 

institutions will leave many gaps. And there is at present 

little coordination of higher learning, although it is coming. 

But the advantages of a system of adult educRtion under 

public school or higher educational control outweigh these dis-

advantages. Colleges and universities have excellent experience, 

with E.S. M. U.T. programs, Armed ·Forces Institute activity, 
• 

service of units of soldiers assigned for special training, 

and extension and correspondence divisions. Adult education 

is not fundamentally different from the kind of work they have 

been carrying on all the time. Also, the college or university 

has available a large quota of suitable teachers (though most 

of its teachers wouldn't be successful in this kind of work). 

And schools are organized for education and for assistance in 
Already 

interpretation-- this interpretation is important. /Colleges, 

universities and public schools have ~ many advisory and counseling 

services, which undoubtedly are going to be expanded in the 

future; such services are essential to any successful program 

of adult education. Finally, the postwar impetus of Federal 

aid will colleges most. There will be no such 

aid 

--~-of adult education probably will 

There will be Federal or state 

aid, or both. Control and coordination will be either by the 

public school system or the state university system. There tvill 

be a coordination of schoo~and public libraries-- the public 

libraries have the resources, the schools offer teach~ng personnel. 
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Only a very small percentage of the adult population can or 

will l earn from reading alone; there must be botp teaching and 

reading. Many more schools, junior colleges, colleges, technical 

institutes, etc., wi~l be organized to equalize opportunity. 

Some uarticular phases of the program probably will be refresher 

courses, summer institutes, correspondence and extension classes, 

individual reading programs, special Alumni services, public 

forums at Pax expense, etc. 

Incidentally, state university extension services as now 

constituted probably will not be the controlling agencies uithin 

coordinated with the main educational program of the institution, 
~J-u-

and are often too poorly organized or~set up on an inexpensive 

side-show or newspaper clipping sta.ge. ~xtension divisions 

controlled by the general faculty such as at the University of 
KMXmNm:tc.Ju.•M.rbxJhxlh~&ms 

North Carolina are notable exceptions, and other/institutions 

bath public and private provide excellent services of special 

kinds. 

It is not difficult to foresee theegenenal su~ject nature of 

future adult educa tion. Unquestionably t-he most successful 

subjects of all will be vocational training or re-training -

this one field of personal development probably always will 

exert a stronger appeal than all other subjects put together. 
p • , "" Some other q.p}ilare..t:J.:y fruitful fieldsAa.re economic systems, 

other natio~s of the world, government, citizenship, geography, 
~....,.~.~ .. . £..,I..;. 

conserva.tion,A household economics and family life, and complete 

fbrmal educa tion. 

I think that all libraries-- national, state, regional, 
"1 " --'-' . I ._ ..... , 

local public, colle ge and university, and public school-- have 
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fundamental duties in the comi ng adult education plan. One 

danger, incidentally, that is always present in rnay i nstitutions 
nw-' 

of higher education?and that will be present in theAadult 

education program is that pou!'ses r of"'study oftenT~mtiy 'Be eet Uf>•~"t 6~:JIIfl 

without proper library facilities; and many instructors also 

tend to give cut-and-dried minimum instruction not involving 

the use of library facilities. 
1'\s 

College and university librari~ must try to encourage 

and guide tpeir institutions ~ their libraries toward a 

systematic broader adult education program. Outside of their 
col', .4t.--' ! 

own institutional walls, soJlege~nd univ s~~y library•~hould 

do everything possible to encourageAcooperation and coordination 

of institutions of higher education, and to promote a:,lityNamrhzrn 

an active regional approach. F-inally, ibrarians in general 
' ""',£. 

must be alert to opportunities for their own libr~ries and for 

other libraries in the exnanded program. I that 1iofte 
, ~" f'l . )'ri.U 

publi~~~~~~and university librar ust be better 

coordinated '"' o fHJ.tl;,ti,~ ~~ ,<>Lvv<·:~ ~ 
o_ • ~f UJl_._,_ r-r~ I 



THE POSTWAR PLANNING COlY.IlVIITTE:E 
FOR COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 

A PROGRESS REPORT 

The Postwar Planning Committee for College and University 

Libraries is a joint sub-co~mittee of the Committee on Wartime 

Activities of the Association of College and Reference Libraries 

and the parent Postwar Planning Committee of the American Library 

Association. It was set up in April 1943 at the request of the 

Board of Directors of the A. C. R. L. In May of that year Wm . H. 

Carlson was asked to assume the Chairmanship and instructed to 
• 

make an investigation of postwar planning for higher education in 

general, to set down the objectives and functions of the college 

library of the future, to set up standards for college libraries, 

check existing service against these standards and formulate a plan 

for the realization of the standards and objectives suggested. 

During the sununer and fall of 1943 the personnel of the 

Committee was completed, with representation on it of the various 

types of higher educational institutions . Its members are Dr. 

Harriet McPherson, Librarian of Smith College, Dr . Robert McEwen, 

Librarian of Carleton College, Mrs . Lois Payson, Librarian of 

Montana State College of Agriculture at Bozeman, Dr. Marcus Skarstedt, 

Librarian of the San Francisco Junior College, Mr . Arthur :V1cAnally, 

who, when appointed, was Librarian of the Bradley Polytechnic 

Institute at Peoria, Illinois, and Miss Hanna¥ Krueger, Assistant 

Librarian of the Western Illinois State Teachers College at Macomb, 

Illinois. 

~ During the summer of 1943 the Chairman prepared a preliminary 

tutline, entitled "College and University Libraries and Librarianship: 
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An Examination of their Present Status and Some Proposals for their 

Future Development." This ten page outline was mimeographed by the 

American Library Association and circularized, during the late 

autumn, to a select group of college and university librarians, 

~ together with an invitation for critical comment. About one-third 

of the persons addressed replied, all in constructive and helpful 

vein. Their criticism and suggestions have been very useful to the 

Committee. 

On March !+, 1944, a luncheon meeting of the Committee was held 

at the La Salle Hotel, Chicago, with Dr. McEwen, Hr. McAnally, Miss 

Krueger, and the Chairman present. Also present as consultants 

were Dean Joeckel, Chairman of the A.L.A. Postwar Planning 

Committee, Dr. Ralph Dunbar of the Library Service Division of the 

U.S. Office of Education, and Miss Julia Merrill of Headquarters. 

At this meeting the Committee had available, in page proof form, 

the since published "College and University Library Statistics, 

1939-40" of the Library Service Division of the U.S. Office of 

Education. Dr. Dunbar very kindly agreed to make any analyses of 

these new and important statistics, in addition to those published, 

which the Committee might require. As a result of his offer and 

with the encouragement of Dean Joeckel it was decided to make the 

investigation of the Committee considerably more detailed and ex-

tensive than had at first been planned or than had seemed at all 

possible with the limited $300 budget on which the Committee is 

operating. ConsideraThle discussion was devoted to how the Library 

Service Division figures could be best used, what the nature of the 

investigation and report should be and how the work could be best 

~ 
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divided among the Committee members. 

On his return to Seattle the Chairman, in line with the Chicago 

discussion, projected a plan for furthering the work of the Committee . 

This plan called for a break-down of the statistics of the Library 

Service Division into the following classifications : 

Expenditures for tax supported libraries, by states 
Expenditures for privately supported libraries, by states 
Ranking of the libraries in the five categories of College 

and University Libraries, Technical and Professional 
Schools, Teachers Colleges, Normal Schools, and Junior 
Colleges by 

• 
a . Number of volumes 

\ b . Total expenditures 
1 c. Expenditures per student enrolled 

Analysis of the professional education of librarians, according to 

Ph . D. degrees, M.A. degrees, one year graduate library school, and 

one year non-graduate library school was also asked for . Dr. Dunbar 

agreed to make all these analyses . Like everyone else in these 

times, he has been having personnel difficulties . It was not until 

July that he was able to make the first and the most important of 

the analyses available, and some of the categories still await 

compilation. 

Each member of the Committee has, in accordance with the request 

of the Chairman, undertaken the study of and report on some specific 

phase of the problems of college librarians hip . With one exception 

these studies have all been completed and are now in the hands of the 

Chairman . On the basis of them and of the Dunbar statistics so far 

supplied, approximately sixty double spaced typewritten pages of a 

tentative first draft have been prepared. These include a brief 

analysis of the probable directions postwar higher education will 
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I J take and sections or chapters on Library Expenditures and Standards 

. ) r of Financial Support, The Books in Our Libraries, Acquisition, 

( Organization and Use of Library Resources, and Cooperation and 

Coordination in the Library Profession. Still awaiting completion 

are sections on Qualifications and Professional Education of Library 

Personnel, Professional Literature, Philanthropy, College and 

University Library Administration, end Library Buildings . 

The work of the Committee is not proceeding directly along the 

lines of the original charge, which was suggestive rather than man-

datory. A statement of standards in the sense of the already pub

lished 'standards for public libraries is not being attempted . We 

have taken the position that for college libraries specific up- to

date standards, which will be as valid in the postwar period as they 

are now, exist through the work of the Committee on Classification 

and Pay Plans. The section of the report of this Committee dealing 

with salaries and qualifications of library personnel was published 

by the A. L. A. late in 1943. Additional sections dealing with book 

stock, total budget, and buildings exist in tentative mimeographed 

form. ~hese carefully prepared standards, a long time in prepara

tion, have had the detailed attention and thought of many librarians, 

~ in addition to the members of the Classification and Pay Plans 

Committee, as well as benefit of extensive discussion at several 

A. L.A. Conferences. It did not seem wise, therefore, for the present 

Planning Committee to undertake additional work of this kind. 

What we are trying to do, as best we can, is to examine the 
.... (~ .. 

present status of our libraries and our professi~~ ~e light 

4n 1{1 rl1- ~~·;:-{;..,..! vf ~~~ L-~':7/, 
lf1 ~ ~-t~-r~ ~. (Lv~b ,ft)9u>,/&~Jt::t1 ~--.0 ~~ )b \_,....,,.6 \ h-· 1 . ~~ u,·l'~... .4 r-.- ~ 
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of our discussion and findings, to make recommendations for the 

years ahead. In doing this we devote, in some sections, consid-

erable atten~on, ~soibly boo fffi::lCh, to the history of some of our 

activities ~ critic of the first outline prepared by the 

said that what we seemed to want was more and better status 

We accept this criticism in the sense that what we suggest 

and recommend is based squarely on what we have had and have now, 

in the college library field, but we certainly hope to do more than 

suggest continuing and unquestioning development only along well 

established lines. 

indication of our approach and method, our sernion on 

"The Books in the Libraries," wbierrwe-trave-~l}ed\:f::}, makes ex
lvf . J . • r I. tT el---t 

tensive use of the statistics gathered by the Library Service 
1\ 

Division from 1,321 college and university libraries. We have 

arranged decile rankings of the libraries in the five categories 

adopted by the Library Service Division. These emphasize the very 

great concentration of the book resources of the nation in rela-

tively few libraries. Our analysis shows that while the 1,321 

libraries contain over 71,000,000 volumes, sixty-three of these 

libraries contain over 35,000,000 volumes or one-half of the entire 

national total. Twenty libraries contain over one-third of the 

total. 

We have, following Wilson's "Geography of Reading," prepared 

a Table showing the total college book stock by states and regionally, 

together with an indication of the relationship of these holdings 

to the segment of the population of college age. This Table shows, 

Long other th~28,000,000 books, or more than one-third of the 
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national total, in the libraries of thirteen Northeastern states. 

These same states, however, have only 22% of the total national 

college enrollment and in them a smaller percentage of young people 

of college age attend college than is true for the nation at large. 

The percentage is considerably smaller than in some other regions 

of the country. 

The section also analyzes the rapid rate of growth of our larger 

libraries, and gives some consideration to the implications of this 

growth. It considers the wisdom of the principle, generally accepted 

by libraries, that practically everything written is worth preserv

ing somewhere and suggests a much more critical evaluation of the 

books added to our libraries than is now true, and the careful weed

ing and discarding of many of the books we now have. Some attention 

is also given to the slight and unimportant nature of many current 

books. All this does not mean any attempt to avoid the responsibi

lity of college and university libraries for the selection, conserva

tion, and organization for use of important research materials. 

Attention is also given to the fragile and perishable nature of 

many modern books, to replacing materials lost through the hazards 

of war, to the use of microfilm and microprint, and to the postwar 

problems of the individual library in building a live, working book 

collection useful in assisting the training of students for the 

responsibilities of citizenship in a democracy . 

The section, in its present form, ends with these four recom

mendations: 

1. That our library associations, and the Association of 

College and Reference Libraries particularly, working in 
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cooperation with the Association of Research Libraries, be 

actively concerned with strengthening the book resources of 

the many hundreds of small college and university libraries 

through: 

a . Development of a program, national in scope, for the 

strengthening of college and university library book 

resources, vdth emphasis on areas below national 

averages and standards, and consideration and develop

ment of remedial measures, looking toward the pro

duction of worthwhile books in durable and attractive 

format . 

b . Placing such a program before interested Foundations, 

educational and library associations, federal and state 

agencies, accrediting bodies, publishers, and individual 

philanthropists . 

2. That all college libraries be increasingly critical of 

materials added to their shelves and that discarding and weed

ing be given much greater emphasis than they have been and that 

studies of book obsolesence be continued . 

3. That each library be conscious, not only of its responsi

bilities to its institution but also of its place as a part of 

total national cultural resources and that it cooperate with 

local, regional, and national groups and bodies in developing 

its book collections . 

4 . That all librarians be completely informed on the immediate 

postwar aims and objectives of their institutions, that they 
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take all possible steps to support these objectives with the 

necessary book resources and that they be especially alive to 

all opportunities to support, through the development and use 

of the book collections, understanding of the modern world and 

training in citizenship. 

Our chapter on "Library Expenditures and Standards of Financial 

Support" reveals great state, regional, and national disparities 

similar to those noted in the consideration of book resources, but 

not always in correlation with them. In the matter of total ex

penditures of the college and university group of 590 libraries, 

almost $9,000,000, or considerably more than one-half of the total 

for the entire group is expended by the fifty-nine libraries in the 

top decile. Of particular interest is the ranking of our libraries 

according to expenditures per student enrolled. Here the range for 

599 four year college and university libraries is from $81.81 down 

to forty-eight cents per student. Highly significant is the fact 

that only 76 libraries in the entire group reach the long recommended 

expenditure of $25 per student. The median expenditure for the group 

is $12.77 per student. One hundred fifty-seven libraries spend less 

than $8 per student. 

It is hoped that this rapid survey of two sections of our study 

has given some indication of what we are trying to do and how we 

definitely not attempting to suggest any brave 

for college librarianship, neither are we indulging in the 

donning of sackcloth and heaping of ashes which is frequently 

practiced by educators, including librarians. Some people will 
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~robably be disappointed in us on both scores. 

If all goes well we hope to have our first tentative draft 
ttl--~ (::; 

ready ~ Thanksgiving tim::J With all Committee members busy with 
-

Perhaps our efforts, as the Chairman feels in his more pessimistic 

moments, somewhat of a tour de force. If we are not successful it 

will at least ~ot be because we haven't tried. 
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POST-WAR LIBRARY PERSONNEL 

Only a rash person ventures to suggest solutions to the complex 

problem of library personnel and only a foolhar. person dares to make pre-

dictions in this field. In a renort Prepared several months ago ,~~~ 

re~ues'ls 8f s;Q ~rmilQ forg"s iQJllf~i'9~ce, Miss Hostetter and Hiss Timmerman of 

the Headquarters' staff, 11ar. Lewis Stieg, Assistant Director, University 

of Illinois Library School, and myself attempted certain personnel predic-

tions. In the course of divine retribution, we are now called upon to 

subwit our prophecies to critical discussion. 
< . 

I am usin'g the report .:t.o the-- Ju med !fox e 8Q. 9olll11'r~ as the basis 

for my remarks, but will go beyond the report at a few points to observa

tions growing directly out of it~~he post-war plans of several hundred 

libraries and of more than a score of library schools will be drawn upon 

here as they were in preparing the report. ~summary will be directed at 

three questions related to personnel: fiow many? rfua. t kind? How can we 

get them'? 

Certa n assumptions are necessary in making any post-war plans. 

The assumptions made here, among others, are that the American economy can 

be stabilized somewhere near the one-hundred-billion-dollar mark and that 

progress towards a better life and a more complete democracy will continue. 

If we. experience a serious economic depression or a surge of social reaction, 

certain of our personnel problems will disappear, perhaps along with some of 

our libraries. 

Even if no post-war expansion of library service occurs, five years 

will be required ,at the pre-war rate of library-school productio~ to bridge 

the gap between supply and demand in trained lihrary personnel. At the end 

of the war (assuming that to take place within the next year), and after the 

return of personnel no~ n military or related service, there will still be 

a shortage of 3,000 
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the decreased number of library school graduates, t@~ ~PetsertiQR sf ~e1~ons 

~w i.R militar., an:d relo.'bed Ber.-iee c.ho uoill ne~ Fot,u·n 'be tho pPQf'ession , 

and the accelerated replacement needs when married and older persons, hold-

ing out in library positions durlng the war, return to private life. 

If moderate expansion in library service occurs--in new ()ll'blJ..c, 

sc~, aRe 3pecla! libraries and new ositions in existing libraries--ten 

years ~~11 be required to prepare the 15,000-18,000 librarians needed. Be -

cause the number of new libraries and positions as mounting in the immedi-

ate pre-war years and because many advances have been held back during the 

war, this prediction is likely to be conservative rather than extreme. 

There are two nifsn in this statement of five to ten years to 

return to normalcy in the supply of library personnel. 'rhe first is that 

library schools will produce at the pre-war rate. Comments on th~s point 

from a majority of library-school directors suggest the possibrrity of an 

increase of 65 to 70 per cent in the number of library-school graduates , 

if problems of quarters and faculties can be solved; this increase would 

reduce the five-to-ten-year prediction to a three-to-five year span. The 

second ~s that the proportion of professional to total positions in librar

ie~naint constant; predictions in this respect must balance two opposing 

possibilities--a sharper distinction between professional and clerical duties 

which will reduce the number of profe sional positions and the plans of man 

libraries for creating various types of new professional positions. 
~~ ~cL;;~ ~ ~ ~ 'l'he problem of quantity of newi f'ia /As probably less 

cult to solve than t~ty of new librarians. ~prtl.ty, "s such. 

diffi-

merely ... 

re 

It would be a mistake to assume that most of the 15,000 to 18,000 
wA;t· ,:;,..\-
:ae'l"f librarians needed in the first half-dozen years after the war will be 

--~ for~emerging types of ositions. The largest demands will be for school 

librarians, cataloguers, reference librarians, and children's librarians, 
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such positions, the report provides 

es, with emphasis on what is called 

al initiative." jn on" 

more than it was; there lence 

of them have ding 

According to the post-war lans of libraries, a substantial number 

of positions will be created for subject librarians, adult-education librar

ians of various types, and junior executives. The specialists in subject 

• resources bulk largest because they apply equally to academic, public, and 

special libraries. In addition, the plans call for a sufficient number of 

hospital librarians, public relation assistants and materials specialists 

(for movie films, microfilms, etc.) to deserve mention, and the plans of 

state extension agencies, even if realized only in art, require sizeable 

numbers of rural extension librarians. The number of individuals needed . 
in the ~~~oosltions is not so great as the number for established po-

sitions, but they constitute a special problem because our recruiting and 

training practices do not ordinarily obtain and prepare qualified individuals. 

The question of how we can obtain the necessary quantity and qual-

recruit ng and 

educating. Much has been said recently about the need for better recruiting 

for librarianship. Undoubtedly t~is is needed in order to emphasize some 

of the less obvious advantages of ~1 f~: and the report discussed 

here is essentially a recruiting effort among demobolized service personnel. 

But any method of recruiting will be more effective at such time as the 

actualities of library positions and the potentialities of library service 

are brought closer in line and at such time as salary scales are high enough 

to compete in the market of top-flight young people. Only limited progress 

has been made in the professionalization of library positions during the 
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war years and some ground may actually have been lost due to necessary staff 

adjustments under abnormal conditions. By -t:w sane bol> .. en, ~ile a toehold 

on higher starting salaries has been gained during the war, the ceiling 

salaries have not had a cownensurate increase, the competing professions 

have increased at least as much, and the efforts of organized labor have 

reduced to the vanishing oint the salary distinction between skilled and 

professional positions. rrh; s sa J ary problem is rengerge mot•e c011ipieX'*"&y the 

fact t structure of the countr promise of 

augmented give 

• 
Education for librarianship is a perennial question. For the 

established positions--cataloguing, reference work and the like--the library 

schools are fairly adequate training agencies. Normal progress in the schools, 

generally in the direction of principles and away from drill, may be expected 

to turn out constantly better library technicians. A crucial problem here is 

the elimination of non-professional techniques from the curriculum. The time 

devoted to 4;eael'!:41>l8 record keeping, order routine, circulation methods, and --·· ............ 
similar tasks in the library school is considerable. These techniques prob

ably can:::1ot be eliminated until iiPHil'R. t:i:mg &e the professional lib,... rian is 

not expected to engage in them on the job and until e~e~ ti~e 1 8 they are 

taught somewhere else, perhaps in terminal junior-college courses. 

c~fl'!Meat .-wggeetii 1;h:e fJOSSl~;lllty of u neou urBlli3 3f ektlled and tl'a11Iel! wul'k -

eri i~ li~PaP:i:e e . Such an arrangement would give greater time, professional

ization, and flexibility to the curriculum in library schools and would b~~'! 
favorably on the professional-clerical problem in libraries ,"-~. -ltr..·b-" ~~ 
~ c.,_.s\.1..1 .. &- d·a~ ~ ~ c:t..NJts..Afl ~ -

fuen attention is shifteo to the new types of positions, one rr~y 

legitimately ask where, in present or proposed library-school curriculums, 

we are producing administrators, subject specialists, materials experts and 

guidance librarians. The schools are making changes that bear on this prob-

lem; they are introducing courses on the role of the library in society, 
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orienting administration classes towards basic concepts of management, and 

sending students out into the universities for subject courses. But such 

developments are pushing against the irreducibility of the core program and 

the limitations in the time span of one academic year. Some way must be 

found to ~each back into the prospective librarians undergraduate courses 

in order to control his so-called "pre-professional" work. Prerequisites to 

library-school admittance are the first answer that comes to mind, and 

several schools are cooperating successfully \rlth general counseling agen-
~ cies of the li'eraries for this purpose. Very often, however, it is diffi-

cult to reach down into the college through cumbersome administrative 

machinery and to direct the work of students who don't know they are going 

to be librarians. If applied rigidly, prerequisites may result in admittance 

of inferior students because of the accident of their having the prescribed 

program and in rejection of better students. Another answer being tried by 

a few schools is registration in the library school of pro~ctive ~ibrarians 

\._ '"' ~".... ~~ after the second or third year of college. Involve~ ~s a re efinition 
1\ 

and broadening of the concept of the professional content of library educa-

tionj Knowledge of subject, for example, may be as integral a part of pro-
. 

fessional library education as knowledge of book technique• Some way must 

also be found to extend library education beyond the library school out 

into the library. ~nen one thinks in terms of directing some of the under-

graduate years of students on the one side, and of internship, or directed 

work periods on the other, the outlines of a program to produce administra-

tors, subject specialists and other special personnel are not hard to see. 

~The many new abilities desired in librarians cannot be produced . 

in the time span of the traditional single year of professional education 

and the concept of professional education for librarianship must be br.oadened 



2nd paragraph of summary 

The report was prepared at the request of a presidential committee, 

and was done under the auspices of the Board of Education for Librarianshipo 

The government committee took an inventory of postwar personnel needs of 

various professional and trade fields, for the purpose of determining addi-

tional trained personnel required, the desirability of providing financial 

aid to demobilized service personnel for training, and the adequacy of the 

training agenc~es in handling ex-service men and women. The committee has 

now passed out of existence, but its groundwork was by no means lost. We 

tried to prepare a statement concerning librarianship which would meet the 

needs of the committee, and which would be honest and realistic without 

necessarily discussing our family troubles. The report is not a comprehensiYe 

survey of the problem of library personnel, nor does it present any paot~ 

plan. 
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ALA FINANCE COMl~ITTEE REPORT 

In accordance with Article VII, Section 2 of the ALA Constitution the 

Fina~ce Committee submits the following report covering the period September 1, 

1943 through August 31, 1944. 

The chairman was appointed by the Executive Board to represent the 

Finance Co~~ittee on the Budget Committee in accordance with Article VII, Section 3 

of the Constitution. The chairman therefore met with the Budget Committee on 

September 30 end October 1, 1943, to consider the regular and special budgets for 

the fiscal year September 1, 1943 to August 31, 1944. 

The Finance Committee approved the estimates of income as they appear 

in those bucl.gets. It also approved t:O.e auo.itors' reports on General and Special 

Funds for the year ending August 31, 1943, as presented by the auditing firm of 

Peat, Marvick, Mitchell and Company. 

The estimate of income for the following grants, as specified in letters 

of the Comptroller, have been approved by the committee: 

Letter of December 3, 1943 - Benjamin Franklin LibrarJ, Library of the 

Institute of Health and Tropical Diseases (Mexico) , ~bysics Institute of the 

11ational University of Mexico,~ Donated books for other .American Republics; 

a series of grants in aid from the u. S. Department of State for the Bibliotec~ 

.Americana de Nicaragua of Managua, Benjamin Franklin Library, and Books and 

Periodicals for other .American Republics; Union Catalog for Mexico, ftrmy Medical 

Library Survey, and Guide to Comparative Literature and Intercultural Relations; 
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Letter of December 6, 1943 - Selection and purchase or microfilming 

of American scholarly journals for institutions, chiefly in Europe and Asia; 

increased appropriation for the Be:g.jamin Franklin Library. 

Letter of March 20, 1944 - ALA Board on Interna.tional Relations, 

and library development, including a library institute, in Quito, Ecuador. 

Members of the Committee were: Leon Ca.rnovsky and Donald W. Kohlsledt. 

R. B. Downs 
Chairman 

, .. 


